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Foreword
Dear Friends,
The second issue of our Doorway to Art is live! 
I would like to thank all our readers who sent their positive feedback on the Nov-Dec 
release! Your words and comments have been very inspiring and mean the world to 
our team!
For the present issue we have again tried to feature poets and novelists writing in 
different genres – fantasy, mystery, romance and literary fiction. I would like to say a 
big thank you to all contributors to the Jan-Feb 2018 Doorway to Art magazine for 
sharing their thoughts, their expertise, their short stories, novels, poems, paintings 
and photographs as well as their dreams for the future!  Thank you, Adrian G. Hilder, 
Susan Purr, Devika Fernando, L. M. Nelson, Ellis Shuman, Nicholas Adams, Doug Stu-
ber, Nillu Nasser, Dw., Katie Lewington and Hliana Bennet! 
WeArtFriends thought that since you, readers, found the Nov-Dec issue of Door-
way to Art  and the authors featured in it so inspiring, we could offer you a special 
treat – a kind of follow-up for all issue 1 contributors. Turn the leaves of your e-copy 
of the magazine to learn about the new books of Mike Wells, Frankie Writez, Nicholas 
Trandahl, Lynne Fisher, Isabelle Kenyon, Eden Sleepwalker, P.Wesley Lundburg, Bianca 
Bowers, Joss Sheldon and Galya Varna.  
Special thanks to Eden Sleepwalker for the graphic design of the Jan-Feb 2018 Door-
way to Art issue!

Dear readers,
A new year has just started and we would like to announce a new initia-
tive as well – the WeArtFriends Poetry Tournament opens on 22nd Feb 
2018. To learn more about it, read our magazine to the last page 
If you would like to become part of our community, please stay in touch 
and follow our website www.we-art-friends.com or our Twitter account  
@WeArtFriends. 
Join our mailing list to stay tuned at www.we-art-friends.com
Stay inspired and keep transforming your dreams into art!  
Enjoy the read! Galya Varna  N o w  a v a i l a b l e 

on amazon

Galya  Varna
Ever had dreams you thought were lost-  
then this poetry voyage is for you!"

"

Ever had dreams you thought were lost-  
then this poetry voyage is for you!"

www.we-art-friends.com/book-cover-wizard/
https://twitter.com/WeArtFriends
www.we-art-friends.com/book-cover-wizard/
www.amazon.com/Dreams-You-Thought-Were-Lost-ebook/dp/B079YQRH8D/ref=la_B079YSRLVX_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1519293675&sr=1-1
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Adrian G. Hilder  was born 
in 1970 in Lincolnshire, UK 
to an English father and a 
Scottish mother and grew 
up as a child of the Royal 
Air Force. Adrian has lived 
on several RAF bases in the 
UK and Germany. His early 
years in continental Europe 
meant many family holidays 
immersed in the bewitching 
beauty of Bavaria, the Swiss 
and Austrian Alps. These 
locations inspire some set-

tings and even events in his 
stories.

As a teenager, Adrian had 
two great passions: com-
puter programming and 
fantasy stories. In October 
2013, having worked in the 
IT industry since 1991, Adri-
an decided the time to re-
alize his long-held ambition 
to write a fantasy story was 
long overdue. His debut sto-
ry, “The General’s Legacy”, 

is the result of combining 
everything he has learned so 
far about creating fast paced 
dramatic stories, combined 
with what his imagination 
has been brewing for twen-
ty-eight years.

► Adrian, in your blog 
www.adrianhilder.com 
you share not only facts 
about yourself and your 
biggest passion – fanta-
sy, but also give readers 

a glimpse into the craft of 
fantasy story writing. You 
made the choice to have a 
career change at the age 
of 43. Could you share 
more about this process 
and how it felt following 
your dream? 
I can see how my short bio 
might imply a complete ca-
reer change but that’s not 
the case. I am as active as 
ever consulting in the IT in-
dustry which I still enjoy and 

Following a Long-held 
Dream

Adrian G. Hilder 

Adrian G. Hilder is a writer of thrilling fantasy 
stories, his novel “The General’s Legacy” being 
one of them. 

Interview with @GalyaVarna

►

www.adrianhilder.com 
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it’s necessary to provide the 
income my family need. That 
means I am squeezing be-
ing an author and these days 
also a book marketer into my 
working and family life. The 
truth is the book publishing 
business costs me more to 
run than it earns in royalties. 
This will continue to be the 
case until I have more books 
published. I doubt I will be a 
full time author until I retire 
from the day job which is an-
other 18 years away, but you 
never know. 

In 2009 I had just finished 
reading Robin Hobb’s first tril-
ogy that starts with Assas-
sins Apprentice. I loved these 
books but was left wanting 
something faster paced that is 
not often found in the fantasy 
genre. This is what prompted 
me to start writing about Cory 

and I wrote the beginning of 
chapter 1 of “The General’s 
Legacy” where Cory is at his 
grandfather’s funeral. Cory’s 
grandfather is the general 
whose legacy is the theme of 
the story. When I read back 
what I had written I didn’t 
think the quality measured 
up to published works. I lost 
confidence and stopped writ-
ing. Little did I know at the 
time that first drafts are al-
ways in need of editing and 
refinement.

In October 2013 I saw ads on 
buses in London for the movie 
“Enders Game”. Harrison Ford 
was featured. I wanted to see 
the movie but decided to read 
the book first. That was when 
I read Orson Scott Card’s ac-
count of how “Enders Game” 
came to be. He tells us that 
just like myself he had the 

►

I actually used how I felt about finally writing 
my first book to help describe how a character 
in the story felt about learning magic from a 
mysterious book ”

“

idea for “Enders Game” when 
he was 18 years old but didn’t 
write the book until his mid-thir-
ties. I was 43 when I read this 
and decided the time to write 
“The General’s Legacy” was 
long overdue. I just stopped 
worrying about whether it 
would be good enough or not 
and 2 years later a draft was 
complete.

You asked how I felt about fol-
lowing this long held dream. I 
actually used how I felt about 
finally writing my first book to 
help describe how a character 

in the story felt about learning 
magic from a mysterious book 
that came into his possession. 
Here is a little excerpt from the 
book:

► How does life experience 
help you with your writ-
ing?
One example is right there at 
the end of the last answer.
Life experience has taught me 
a great deal that helps in com-
ing up with ideas for stories, 
creating believable characters, 
creating fictional organisations 

Pragius strode through Tranmure’s 
streets with a new sense of purpose. 
Summer sun gleamed off snow cov-
ered mountain peaks from where an 
occasional cold breeze blew in. The 
veil of fatigue he felt was a comfort-
ing blanket keeping him warm what-
ever cool wind and cold words threw 
at him. His mouth watered, but not 
at the memories of breakfast or an-
ticipation of afternoon tea. No task 
was too dull or troublesome so long 
as he had the night, the book and 
the delicacies of discovery it served.
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and even how the governors 
of a country influence their 
nation. It comes from observ-
ing what goes on in the world 
around us today. I learned an 
enormous amount about the 
nature of stress, anxiety, de-
pression and fear and how it af-
fects people during a period of 
my life when I was treated for 
anxiety problems. This experi-
ence in particular is the inspi-
ration behind the price those in 
the story who use magic must 
pay for using and overusing 
magic – it induces stress and 
anxiety. It’s a defining charac-
teristic of a mage character in 
“The General’s Legacy” named 
Zeivite and crucial to the plot 
as a whole. You can see Zeivite 
going beyond the call of duty 
in the prologue to “The Gener-
al’s Legacy”.

One thing I know for sure is that 
I could never have written this 
story when the ambition first 
arose at the age of 17 as I had 
too little life experience behind 
me. You can learn a lot about 
how things are in the world to-
day by looking at the history of 
the last 200 years and further 

back. Life experience helps you 
to interpret what is going in the 
world which I find vital to the 
process of fictional world build-
ing.

► Writing is time-consum-
ing, especially when you 
have to create imaginary 
worlds like the one in the 
fantasy novel “The Gener-
al’s Legacy”. The finishing 
of the first draft took you 
around 2 years, not to men-
tion editing and fine-tun-
ing that inevitably follow 
a first draft. Could you tell 
us more about your writing 
routine?
Writing and everything else that 
goes with the book publishing 
business certainly is time con-
suming!
As I mentioned earlier I still 
have a full time day job so my 
writing routine must fit around 
it. I often commute on the 
train to London for work which 
is over an hour each way. 
That’s two hours a day with no 
internet and no other distrac-
tions with my compact laptop 
open on the train writing. That 
said, the prologue and first two 

chapters of “The General’s Leg-
acy” were handwritten before 
I got the laptop. I also wrote 
while sitting on the London un-
derground, even if it was only 
for 10 minutes. Sitting in the 
station waiting for a train when 
there were delays and in the car 
or a café while I’m waiting for 
one of my boys to finish one of 
their activities are other times I 
squeeze in some writing. When 
I’m not commuting on the train 
I will often arrive early and 
stay for an extra hour or so at 
the office in the evening to get 
some writing done. If you are 
determined enough to write 
your story you will find ways to 
make time to write. Every lit-
tle bit of time helps however 
inefficient short writing spells 
might be.

► Do you start with a de-
tailed plan of the plot for 

your novels on the basis 
of which your characters 
evolve or do you follow 
your characters, whose ac-
tions shape the plot? Tell 
us more about the whole 
process, please.
My process is not exclusively 
one or the other of those op-
tions. I think this is true of 
most authors but everyone is 
different on where they are on 
a scale between these options.

In the beginning with “The Gen-
eral’s Legacy” I knew I needed 
to hook the reader and give 
them a reason to read on as 
well as show what kind of book 
they are getting into. I knew 
nothing else about structuring 
stories at that time. By the time 
I was writing chapter 4 I began 
to feel daunted by the size and 
complexity of the kind of plot I 
wanted to create. I also didn’t 

One thing I know for sure is that I could never 
have written this story when the ambition first 
arose at the age of 17 as I had too little life 
experience behind me. 

►

“
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know how to organise the sto-
ry. I had the same feeling I had 
in my early days of computer 
programming. If you want to 
write a small piece of software 
you can just sit down and start 
writing code. If you want to 
design a large and complex 
piece of software you need a 
way to design and structure it 
to manage the complexity. I 
went searching for a method 
of “designing” stories as I felt 
there had to be a way to do 
this just as there is with writing 
computer software. I quickly 
discovered “Story Engineering” 
by Larry Brooks and it was a 
revelation. Larry teaches how 

stories are structured to cre-
ate drama and pace the way 
movie screen plays are writ-
ten. It’s a technique that de-
fines the relationship and con-
flict between protagonist(s) 
and the antagonistic force in 
the story at a certain time. 
The story structure also tells 
you where your main charac-
ter should be in a particular 
period of the story on their 
character arc – how they are 
changing from their experi-
ences. The structuring meth-
od demands that you produce 
certain kinds of moment in the 
story that I found forced me 
to come up with story ideas I 

love that I would not have oth-
erwise thought of. 
Larry also teaches how to de-
fine characters in three di-
mensions in a literary sense. 
This is a powerful method of 
creating characters that feel 
real. Sometimes a character 
will come into my mind fully 
formed and I never have to 
define them in this way. Other 
times I “design” characters but 
they invariably take on a life 
of their own after a while and 
grow beyond their original def-
inition. This also happens with 
the story outline. The charac-
ters start to have their own 
ideas about what they will do 
and say and the story some-
times deviates for the better 
from the original outline. This 
is why my process is not ex-
clusively plotting (planning) or 
“pantsing” (writing by the seat 
of your pants). It’s a hybrid of 
both. I also find that the best 
time to complete my fairly de-
tailed outline is after I’ve writ-
ten about 20% of the story to 
“discover” the characters and 
how they behave. This seems 
to be the point where I figure 
out how the story will end. This 

was the case with “The Gener-
al’s Legacy” and it is the case 
with my next book. I’ve actu-
ally just got to the 20% written 
and almost complete outline 
point for my next book.

► I am personally interest-
ed in the process of choos-
ing names for characters 
and locations in fiction. 
Could you please tell us 
how you work on this is-
sue? 
The main hero of “The Gen-
eral’s Legacy” is named Cory 
which is short for Corylus which 
is the Latin name for hazel nut 
– because Cory is a tough nut 
to crack. I thought of this name 
in 1987 with the help of The 
Young Naturalists Handbook 
when my ambitions for writing 
a fantasy story first came.

Most of the time I look at 
popular baby names for differ-
ent countries that have some 
resemblance to places in the 
story. Many characters from 
the Kingdom of Nearhon have 
names used in Finland for ex-
ample. Sometimes a name 
for a character will just come ►

This is why my process is not exclusively 
plotting (planning) or “pantsing” (writing by 
the seat of your pants). It’s a hybrid of both.“
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to me. One thing I do mostly 
avoid is names too complex to 
pronounce or names with ‘ in 
them.
Names for places are some-
times chosen to be similar to 
names of places in our world 
that inspire the fictional loca-
tions in the books. Plain Lake 
City is similar to Salt Lake City, 
USA for this very reason. Other 
times names may be chosen 
to relate to their location. Val-
endo is derived from Vale End. 
Norvale is literally North Vale. 
The river Hali has the town 
Haliford on it and Halimouth 
where it enters the sea. There 
are many towns on a river that 
are named “something ford” 
in the UK. The same applies 
for “something mouth” where 
a river meets the sea like Ply-
mouth.
Choosing names sometimes 
becomes an excuse to procras-
tinate instead of write!

► Is there still place for 
magic, courage and valor 
in our world?
I don’t feel that there is a place 
especially reserved for cour-
age and valor in our world. I 

think people who demonstrate 
courage and valor force open 
a place in our world for these 
things to be. I sincerely hope 
we will always see examples 
of courage and valor in the 
world.
Magic in the real world for me 
it’s the way a genuinely bril-
liant story presented in book or 
movie form can make us feel 
like the story and the charac-
ters in it are real. It’s the way it 
can make us care about these 
people that only truly exist in 
our imagination. There is not 
just a place in this world for 
this kind of magic, there is an 
endless void that constantly 
demands to be filled.

► What are you working on 
at the moment? Any news 
you would like to share 
with our readers? 
I’m currently writing the se-
quel to “The General’s Legacy”, 
“Ruberan Queen”. I also occa-
sionally diverge into a bit of 
outlining for a new series that 
I’m excited about and will start 
properly in a few years’ time 
involving dragon riders and 
cities that fly in the sky that 

will probably have a grimdark 
tone. There are YA and middle 
ground fantasy dragon rider 
stories in the market already, 
Anne McCaffrey’s dragon rid-
ers of Pern series being the 
most popular example.
I should say that while “The 
General’s Legacy” is dark in 
places I don’t consider it to be 
grimdark fantasy.

In February I have two releas-
es coming up. “The General’s 
Legacy” is currently published 
as two eBooks – “Part One: 
Inheritance” and “Part Two: 
Whiteland King”. On February 
28th I am releasing “The Gen-
eral’s Legacy” single volume 
edition and a paperback edition 
will also be available through 
Amazon. There is a completely 
new cover design being pro-
duced for this book.

February 20th is also when one 
of my short stories will be pub-
lished in an anthology named 
OMP Fantasy. OMP stands for 
the One Million Project which 
is a collective of creative peo-
ple including authors selling 
their work to raise money for 

Cancer Research and a char-
ity supporting the homeless. 
I am proud and excited to be 
among the 40 traditionally and 
self-published authors contrib-
uting to OMP Fantasy.

► Thank you very much, 
Adrian, for this interview! 
I’d like to share with you a short 
story set before the events of 
“The General’s Legacy” featur-
ing its most secretive charac-
ter. By his nature he normally 
doesn’t get a huge amount of 
page time. I had a lot of fun 
taking him out on a mission 
alone. I hope you enjoy it.                    

w

You can find Adrian G. Hilder on: 

Website: www.adrianhilder.com

Join his mailing list and receive a free 
copy of The Generals Legacy Part One

Twitter @AdrianGHilder 

Facebook

Buy Adrian’s  books on Amazon:
 
Amazon

►

www.adrianhilder.com 
www.adrianhilder.com 
http://bit.ly/aghsignupml
http://bit.ly/aghsignupml
www.twitter.com/AdrianGHilder
www.facebook.com/adrian.hilder
https://www.amazon.com/s/ref=cm_cr_arp_d_pdt_bl_sr?ie=UTF8&field-keywords=Adrian+G+Hilder


Shallow breaths. Mouth closed. 
Ear pressed to the rough wood-
en door. The man waited for si-

lence so he could be sure there were 
no city guards outside. He kept from 
his mind distractions such as the home 
that was a four-day horse ride across 
the Plainlands.  Enemy lands. An old 
enemy ragged and exhausted from a 
quarter-century of war. He had a job 
to do, the clock was ticking, and he 
never contemplated the ethics of what 
he must do. 
Pernicus was the kind of slender man 

that could be mistaken for a woman, 
were it not for the fact he lacked femi-
nine curves. It made this night’s job 
less risky than it might otherwise have 
been.

Easing the door latch up, he used the 
knuckles of his other hand to push on 
the door and open it a crack. Dark-
ness gifted with a milky glow by the 
smile of a crescent moon greeted him. 
The chill night air brought relief from 
the suffocating atmosphere of the 
hut. Warm light from a wood burn-

Adrian has kindly agreed to share “Blade and Bone”, the prequel story 
to “The General’s Legacy”, with the readers of DOORWAY TO ART.

ing stove flickered across the wooden 
walls while he fastened silver buttons 
on a blue jacket.

Ferocious haggling had won Pernicus 
the jacket in the main market two 
weeks ago. Traders glared, painting a 
picture of his face in their minds. They 
would remember him the next time 
he came to their stall. Pernicus’s eyes 
carried the same shade of blue as 
the jacket, and those eyes looked out 
from under a trimmed mop of blond 
hair. So engrossed in his bargaining, 
Pernicus never noticed one pair of 
brown eyes, in particular, looking at 
him. They belonged to a quiet man 
of a similar stature to himself selling 
belt buckles and other works of metal. 
Pernicus expected no form of approv-
al when he next appeared before his 
master. The response he did get was 
not expected either.

Clutching at his temples and storm-
ing out of his study, Master Usan 
growled, “Fetch me tea now! I have a 
headache… What’s that thing you’re 
wearing?” Tearing a hand away from 
his head, Usan pointed at Pernicus, 
the sleeve of his purple robe flap-
ping like a flag in a storm. Pernicus 
hurried away to prepare the aromat-
ic tea ignoring the question. Drink-
ing the tea always seemed to calm 
Master Usan if he had been working 
too long. Pernicus never wanted to 

know what he worked on, but he had 
ideas. Two weeks ago, he’d watched 
Usan directing two strangers carrying 
a hessian sack the length of a man 
into his office. One of the strangers 
startled him with a glare from brown 
eyes that seemed to say ‘mind your 
own business’. What truly alarmed 
him came after the strangers left. 
Strangled word-like sounds that no 
man should be able to speak escaped 
from Usan’s office. When the sounds 
ceased, a figure walked out of Usan’s 
study. Its body was concealed in the 
sacking — worn as a hooded cloak. 
Each step the stranger took made a 
sound like the wooden leg of a chair 
striking the floor. 

“Follow me.” Usan had intoned lead-
ing his new servant upstairs. Pernicus 
caught a glimpse of a foot as the curi-
ous man climbed. Toes, just dull white 
bones sticking out like knurled twigs, 
flexing as it walked. Pernicus stood 
for a full minute before he rediscov-
ered the presence of mind to move, 
all the while the ‘tock’ ‘tock’ ‘tock’ of 
the grandfather clock standing guard 
at the foot of the staircase echoed in 
his ears. A ‘tock’ almost like the new-
comer’s footfalls on the stairs.

With the grace of a dancer, the man 
stepped into the narrow road, turned 
and closed the hut door. The sensa-
tion of a tiny worm burrowing into his 

Blade and Bone
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scalp sharply announced the presence 
of an itch. He screwed up his eyes 
as his hand jerked to his head, dig-
ging fingernails into the blond mop. 
He sighed then dropped his hand to 
his side. Moving on, he left the dark 
of the narrow road like a man slip-
ping out of his lover’s bed. Walking 
into the open market place felt like 
entering a deserted battlefield. When 
not wet, muddy and treacherous, 
the surface was sun baked and rock 
hard as it was now. Ruts cut into the 
ground by wagon and chariot wheels 
created rows of hard mud walls. Few 
roads in this city were more than just 
compacted mud. He skipped across 
the walls of the ruts highlighted in the 
moonlight. Pausing briefly at the far 
side of the marketplace, he reached 
behind and adjusted the position his 
contingency measure. The job would 
work out so much better if he could 
avoid using it. The serrated dagger 
tucked into his trousers and under 
the jacket was far from comfortable. 

He headed west out of the market-
place toward two men standing in 
the gloom. They were right on sched-
ule. He could barely see them, but he 
knew they wore leather and chainmail 
armour and carried short swords at 
their sides. 

“Pernicus.” One of the guards grunted 
a greeting.

The man replied with a grunt and a 
dismissive wave of his hand.

Usan’s house materialised out of the 
night. The man closed his eyes for 
several paces to adjust his eyes to 
darkness, then opened them to keep 
on course. Examining the road outside 
the house, he imagined himself run-
ning across the tops of the ruts and 
into the dark alley opposite, memo-
rising the route. Why Usan chose this 
part of town to live was a mystery. 
A foul odour from nearby tanneries 
permeated the air and hitched a ride 
on every breath. Looking back at the 
door, he closed his eyes once more 
and reached into the jacket pocket 
finding the hard length of the door key 
and withdrew it. Caressing the door 
with his fingers, he found the keyhole. 
He inserted the key, turned it and the 
lock clicked open. Pushing the door, 
he stepped through and opened his 
eyes. Faint moonlight made it into the 
house, but his eyes now forced to ad-
just to complete black interrogated the 
dark and extracted some of its secrets. 
The mental picture of this room held 
in his mind filled some of the gaps; he 
had been here before. He pushed the 
door with his back, just far enough for 
it to appear closed. The key remained 
in the keyhole outside. The grandfa-
ther clock greeted him with the ‘tock’ 
‘tock’ ‘tock’ beating of its mechanical 
heart. At the foot of the stairs, the 

man stared through the glass door 
into the clock’s inner workings. Soft 
light painted onto the man’s face by 
a gentle stream of moonlight from a 
window revealed his reflection in the 
glass. Brown eyes looked back at him, 
and unlike Pernicus’s eyes, they did 
not match the blue of the jacket he 
wore. He stepped up the stairs in time 
with the grandfather clocks beating 
heart.

Master Usan was master of more than 
just this house. He was a master of 
magic. The man on the stairs’ general 
called a man like Usan a battle mage. 
The man had watched battle mages 
on both sides of this war immersed in 
their craft many times. A snarl of angry 
words — a sound like no natural voice 
of man. Hands thrust skyward, like a 
demand from the gods and mage fire is 
summoned from the ground. Erupting 
flames burning soldiers hundreds at a 
time. When he thought of the scene, 
their shrieks still pierced his ears. 
Some claimed a man’s bone marrow 
sizzled in the instant before merciful 
death. Archers always targeted bat-
tle mages first, only for their arrows 
to be turned aside by invisible shields 
made by magic. The man admired a 
duel between battle mages. A violent 
show of sound and light from traded 
magic energy, which at best obscured 
the vision of the opponents. All bat-
tle mage’s conjure shields to keep out 

flying weapons and the magic of their 
enemies. Like water dashed against a 
rock, bolts of energy, fire and other 
unseen magic strike in a flash, with 
the energies racing around the spher-
ical shields in a spectrum of pulsing 
colour. A frantic stalemate only broken 
when one mage or the other finally 
succumbs to the side effects of raging 
energy scorching through their mind. 
The head pain and stress frequently 
left survivors a delusional shadow of 
the mage they once were.

“How do you kill a battle mage quick-
ly?” The man’s general had growled, 
whirling around their castle briefing 
room, grooming his beard with one 
hand. 

The greatest of the general’s bat-
tle mages went silent for a while. He 
stared out from under the hood of 
his blue-green robes into a place that 
only existed in his mind. He did that 
sometimes, and the room went silent 
with him, knowing it would be worth 
the wait. Eventually, the mage had 
sighed, his shoulders collapsing. “All 
I can think of — in their beds while 
they sleep before they reach the bat-
tlefield.” 

The general had gripped his mage by 
the shoulders and said “Yes! Yes, this 
has potential!” And then the general 
had turned and looked into the brown 
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eyes of the man now on the stairs in 
Master Usan’s house.

Step and ‘tock’ and he reached the top 
of the stairs. He continued his steps in 
time with the beating of the grandfa-
ther clock until he stood before Usan’s 
bedroom door. Fishing a small bottle of 
oil out of his trouser pocket, he pulled 
out the stopper. A gentle tap and a 
few drops of oil fell onto both of the 
door hinges. He stoppered the bottle 
and put it back in his pocket.

Closing his eyes, he rehearsed in his 
mind his next moves thinking again of 
the ’contingency’ pushed into the back 
of his trousers. Pernicus was inclined 
to vent the frustrations he had with 
his master when suitably relaxed. A 
girl called Meredith knew just the right 
way to relax him. She didn’t object to 
pillow talk time with Pernicus after the 
main event. Pernicus had manners, 
blue eyes and blond hair after all. Pil-
low talk was far removed from the 
less tasteful things some people paid 
her to do.

The man was about to find out if Per-
nicus was right.

Lifting the door latch sent a sparkling 
wave of adrenalin washing through his 
body and his muscles tensed. Opening 
the door on its silent hinges, he made 
a single bound to the bedside with his 

arm outstretched. Fingers reached 
out, found the cold hilt of Usan’s own 
dagger beneath the pillow. Pernicus 
was right! The dagger was there. 
Thumping sounds like a wooden chair 
hurled in rage across the floor came 
from his left. He focused on thrusting 
the dagger aloft, his personal breed 
of a precious holy symbol. Fixing his 
eyes on Usan’s pulsing throat, he 
struck down with the blessed dagger. 
A warm splash struck his hands. Gur-
gling sounds fought their way out of 
Usan’s mouth and into the room.

Now the man looked left. Flying out of 
the dark, milky bone, black hollow eye 
sockets, and a mirthless grin frozen in 
time by the moonlight from the win-
dow. The Hessian cloak peeled back 
revealing the skeletal killer, and its 
silvery blade clutched in bony fingers 
ready to stab. The man wrenched the 
dagger free from Usan’s throat, ripping 
the mage’s soul from his body. The bony 
assassin’s flight ended, crashing onto 
Usan’s now lifeless form. And there it 
laid to rest, skull lying cheek down on 
Usan’s chest, white stick arms offering 
its creator a loveless embrace.

The man whispered into the night. 
Maybe Usan’s soul still floated nearby 
and would hear. “The problem with 
your new bodyguard, Usan, is that 
when you die so does the magic that 
holds it in un-life.” 

Then the man thought to himself, 
And if you ask around for something 
strange like a skeleton, I’m going to 
hear of it and arrange to be the one 
that delivers it to you.

The man remembered carrying the 
hessian wrapped skeleton into Usan’s 
office and remembered seeing the 
fearful look on Pernicus’ face.

Turning, he propelled himself from 
the room, crashed down the stairs 
and stopped at the front door. A yel-
low glow grew in the doorway to the 
kitchens, spreading its light across the 
walls and the cook appeared holding 
an oil lamp. The cook gasped “Perni-
cus!” at the sight of the knife blade 
picked out of the dark by the lamp 
light. The man who was not Pernicus 
dashed out of the door, slammed it 
behind him, locked it and removed the 
key. Outside he looked up the gloomy 
road for the two guards. Their backs 
were to him, and they were ambling 
back to the marketplace. The man 
crossed the road, skipping over the 
tops of the ruts then vanished into the 
dark alley opposite. A short run and 
he turned left down a road that seem 
to have appeared by accident rather 
than design. Buildings and fences jut-
ted into his path like giant packing 
boxes tossed into a warehouse. The 
buildings soon parted exposing him in 
the open marketplace. He began a cal-

culated stumble over the ruts. Holding 
Usan’s bloody dagger above his head, 
he balanced himself. The moonlight 
hurled a dull gleam onto the blade. 
Looking around, he found the guards 
at the western entrance to the mar-
ketplace. They yelled. He stumbled 
on. Back in the narrow road leading to 
the hut, he glanced behind and saw 
the guards making jumbled progress 
after him. He resumed his agile sprint 
across the tops of the ruts wrapping 
the blanket of darkness in the narrow 
road around him.

Opening the hut door, he slipped 
through it as easily as he slipped 
through disguises. He looked down at 
a sleeping man with blond hair on the 
floor by the wood burning stove. It 
wouldn’t be long before the sleeping 
draught wore off and Pernicus would 
awake. Setting aside the bloody dag-
ger, the man unbuttoned and removed 
the blue jacket and redressed Pernicus 
in it. He flipped open the stove door, 
pulled the blond wig from his head and 
stuffed it into the flames. Retrieving 
the dagger, he leant over the sleep-
ing Pernicus, placed the dagger in the 
palm of his hand, wrapped the fingers 
around it and wiped as much of the 
sticky drying blood onto Pernicus’s 
hands as he could. Grabbing his jacket 
off a hook on the wall, he pushed both 
arms in and did up just two buttons 
for now. He dashed a jug of water 
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he’d left by the stove over Pernicus’s 
head, spun around and burst out of 
the hut door.

Leaping across the narrow road, he 
landed with his feet on the window 
sill of the opposite building. Reaching 
up, he grasped a rope hanging above 
his head then hauled himself onto the 
building’s flat roof and pulled the rope 
up after him. Lying on the roof, the 
slender man lost himself in shadow cut 
into the moonlight by the taller build-
ing at his back. Pulling the hood of 
his black leather jacket over his head, 
he relaxed like a man returned home 
after a day’s work. The guards came 
down the road in a stumbling run, 
one pointing at the hut’s open door. 
Both guards disappeared into the hut, 
and the man in the shadows listened 
to their muffled voices. A small smile 
crept onto his face. Pernicus appeared 
at sword point, confused and protest-
ing as the guards marched him off to-
ward the marketplace.

The man imagined the fate await-
ing Pernicus. That fate would pounce 
on him like a pack of prairie wolves 
bringing down a calf. Pernicus prob-
ably didn’t deserve it, but the man felt 
no guilt. The war was not over just 
because there were no armies in bat-
tle this night.

The only record of the man’s real name 
was in his memory. Watching from the 
shadows years before, the man had 
seen the general inform his parents 
that he was lost in battle. There are 
some things a man can watch that will 
harden the heart to almost anything. 
Now he had scouts under his com-
mand all over both kingdoms spying 
on who needed to be watched, and 
like tonight, sometimes more. The only 
people he answered to were the gen-
eral and his queen. They just called 
him the Scout Commander.

His job was done. It was perfect. It 
had run like the workings of Usan’s 
grandfather clock. Tomorrow, the man 
would return to another job. Tomor-
row he would slip back into another 
disguise and spend the day selling 
belt buckles, and other works of met-
al. And he would always be watching 
for another Pernicus.   
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Here is a link for the single 
volume edition of The General’s 
Legacy that is now available 
for pre-order  

Paperback version will be 
available by February 28th. 
Purchasers of the paperback are 
entitled to a free eBook copy.
Adrian’s work is also presented 
in OMP Fantasy anthology

►

►

Hliana Bennet Photography 

www.books2read.com/tgl
www.books2read.com/tgl
www.books2read.com/tgl
www.books2read.com/tgl
www.books2read.com/tgl
www.books2read.com/tgl
www.books2read.com/tgl
www.books2read.com/tgl
www.myBook.to/OMPFantasy
www.myBook.to/OMPFantasy
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At the end of Book 10, “Black Wid-
ow”, of the “Lust, Money and Mur-
der” series, Elaine Brogan succeeds 
in gaining her employer’s trust after 
an operation staged by herself and 
Dmitry. After winning the trust of the 
dangerous Greek criminal and her 
mother’s husband - Spyro Leandrou, 
Elaine Brogan finally receives a new 
mission and a more expansive job 
description which was much needed 
in order to reveal his criminal activi-
ties. She is sent to Donetsk, a war-
torn region of Eastern Ukraine, to 
smuggle out illegal materials needed 
for the Panacea clinic. 
This story features Elaine Brogan, 
Luna Faye, Nick LaGrange, Dmitry, 
and Tony as well as Elaine’s mother 
Kathy Brogan. After 10 installments 
the fans of Mr. Wells can read the 
long hoped-for back-story of the Rus-
sian Dmitry Durov. 
Although “Panacea” can be read sep-
arately I would not recommend you 
to miss the previous installments of 
this story rich in turns, twists and 
great characterization!  “Lust, Money 
and Murder” is a books series and 
better be read as such. 
It is not a secret that in just a couple 

of months from someone who had 
no idea author Mike Wells existed, 
the “Lust, Money and Murder” series 
have turned me into a devoted fan 
and I enormously enjoy every install-
ment for the fast-paced plots, full of 
unexpected turns, for the lovingly 
crafted characters and of course for 
the chance to have a glimpse of dif-
ferent corners of the world in terms 
of locations and fields of activity. 
And with Mr. Wells the reader is cer-
tain to get a generous helping of all 
of the above. 
I am positive that writing 11 install-
ments from a book series, devising 
complex plots and crafting compel-
ling characters is not an easy task. 
Especially taking into account that 
this is time and energy-consuming! 
But Author Mike Wells has never for 
a second lowered the bar, providing 
an excellent read to his audience. I 
am definitely looking forward to the 
next book from “Lust, Money and 
Murder”!

Review by @GalyaVarna

Buy Mike’s LMM books on:  
Amazon

w

For the UmpteenthTtime in “Panacea” 
(LMM #11) Author Mike Wells Grips  
the Reader’s Attention

Hliana Bennet Photography

www.twitter.com/GalyaVarna
www.amazon.com/Mike-Wells/e/B004MCEC1U/ref=sr_ntt_srch_lnk_1?qid=1517956469&sr=8-1 
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The Poetical Journey 
Lies Ahead

Susan Purr

Susan Purr is a published poet from New Jersey. 
Her chapbook “Through Windows” is to be 
published by Future Cycle Press in 2018.

Interview with @GalyaVarna

I have been visually impaired 
since birth. Throughout my life, 
my vision has gotten worse, 
especially in the last 10 years, 
however, I have always found 
solace in poetry. It has given 
me an outlet for my feelings 
while also providing a platform 
for artistic exploration. Despite 
my disability, I have traveled 
extensively throughout the 
world, relishing the richness of 
nature and different cultures 
and the beauty of people, their 
voices, their stories... and I 
wonder how I fit into it all. Po-
etry has helped and continues 
to help me on this journey. 
 
► You have created more than 
250 podcasts. Would you like 
to share how this audio con-
nection with your audience 
has worked?
The spoken word aspect of my 
poetry began as a response to 
a request from someone on 
Twitter. A group of online po-
ets were experimenting with 
audio and reading their poems 
just for fun, and they asked 
me to contribute. It was a leap 
into unknown waters for me 
as I had never read my po-

ems aloud before, but I found 
that I loved it. The process of 
reading my own words aloud 
helped me explore rhythm and 
performance in a way I had 
never thought of, and this, I 
believe, allowed me to grow 
and improve my writing expo-
nentially. More and more peo-
ple expressed their support for 
my spoken word, and I was 
shocked that so many enjoyed 
my words off the page through 
sound. Now, I keep the pod-
cast going to respond to Twit-
ter’s #whisperingneds prompt 
as well as to keep pushing my-
self creatively. I am hoping this 
gives me greater confidence 
as I look forward to doing live 
poetry readings - yet another 
leap in the works!

► Could you please tell us how 
the creative process works 
with you? Do you write poet-
ry every day, when you are in 
a specific mood, etc. 
If you want to improve upon or 
master a particular craft, you 
must practice. I used to write 
when the mood struck me. This 
was when I was a teenager and 
into my college years, but I nev-

Susan Purr grew up in Midland 
Park, New Jersey, graduated 
from Muhlenberg College, and 
attended Drew University for 
graduate study in English Lit-
erature. For many years, she 
taught numerous classes to 
newly-blinded adults at the NC 
Rehabilitation Center for the 
Blind. 
In early 2015, her poetry ap-
peared in two anthologies: 
“Neverlasting” published by 
Fiery Verse, and “Best of 2014: 

The Poetry Project” published 
by Fray’d Tag Publishing. Also, 
her spoken-word poetry was 
featured in “Genuflection” an EP 
produced by Isotherme in 2016. 
Later in 2018, her chapbook 
“Through Windows” will be pub-
lished by Future Cycle Press.

► I came across Susan’s po-
etry on Twitter and have fol-
lowed her ever since. Could 
you tell us a little about your-
self, Susan? ►
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er formed a habit and ended up 
not writing for about 15 years. 
When I rediscovered my voice, 
I promised myself that I would 
never lose it again, and for the 
past four years, I have written 
almost every single day. There 
is always something to write 
about, from life-changing 
events to the smallest, most 
mundane interaction - you can 
find something to say. Some 
days, the words come easily 
while others require a pair of 
pliers and lots of tears. In any 
case, I make sure some words 
come from my hands onto 
the computer screen. I don’t 
consider my day finished un-
til there’s at least one poem to 
show for it.

► Besides poetry, do you 
write in other genres? 

At this point, I am sticking 
with poetry. However, some 
of my poems tend to be small 
stories, both fictional and au-
tobiographical, so I suppose I 
have some options if I want 
to branch out. I think I could 
delve into memoire or short 
fiction, but it would be at a 
later date.
 
► If this will not breech your 
publishing contract in any 
manner, could you tell us 
something about your chap-
book to be published by Fu-
tureCycle Press?
Yes. This chapbook is in-
tensely personal, yet hope-
fully relatable. It touches on 
themes of vision loss, as well 
as experiencing people and 
life with other senses. Many 
of these poems are small vi-
gnettes, trying to capture a 
moment or a feeling as you 
might within a photograph or 
a very short film. I gravitate 
towards writing micro-poems 
because it pushes me to con-
solidate my thoughts and snap 
the picture. I tried to choose 
the right words so that I don’t 

I have always found 
solace in poetry. It has 
given me an outlet for 
my feelings while also 
providing a platform for 
artistic exploration. 

“
need a lot of them. For this 
chapbook at least, I think it 
worked well.

► I have discovered that be-
sides the love for poetry we 
have another passion in com-
mon – cats. Could you tell us 
about your cat and whether 
he/she plays any part in your 
writing?
With my surname, the fact is 
hard to avoid - I love cats! In 
my house, I have a particular 
chair I like to use for writing. 
On most days, my orange tab-
by is somewhere on this chair 
while my black cat is on the 
floor next to me. I also have 
a big fat fluffy yellow cat, but 
he isn’t much into poetry and 
stays somewhere else in the 
room while I write. Though 
their presence isn’t neces-
sary, I find them to be inspi-
rational in so many ways... 
their grace, their curios-
ity, their innate beauty. They 
have a strong connection to 
primal instinct and the wild, 
as well as to quiet watchful-
ness and peaceful contempla-
tion. I have written many po-

ems under the influence of a 
feline muse, whether it was a 
house cat or a lioness, and I 
never lose my fascination.  
  
► Are you working on a new 
writing or other creative 
project at the moment? 
Right now, I have a full-length 
poetry book looking for a home. 
Also, I am going through a few 
years of old poems, editing 
them, and trying to organize 
them with the eventual hopes 
of creating more collections. 
Of course, I am still writing 
daily and recording some po-
ems, and I’m looking for ways 
to expand my audience and 
readership. I feel like I have 
come so far, yet still have such 
a journey ahead of me poeti-
cally. It’s exciting. 

Thank you, Susan, for sharing 
your thoughts! 

 

You can contact Susan Purr on: 

Twitter @SusanPurr

Audioboom

►

https://twitter.com/SusanPurr
https://audioboom.com/SusanPurr
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Poems by Susan Purr
she runs with mended knees
amid your clarity
laughing at ocean spray

and I promise her
the warmth of sand
my hands are still good
for that

GOrGeOus
I cannot see my beauty

butterfly upon my hand
so light in yellow

I believe
he knows
something I don’t

MIssInG The sky
My vision
cracked
I miss the sky

letting in
too much
confusion

I know its color
by the calls
of birds

 

resOluTIOn
I want to write of
unabashed hope

the kind trailing fingers along
frozen stone walls in search of 
places
where flowers find spring

unconfined
by time

Percy’s POeM
Writing with a cat
behind my head

his nose in my hair
smelling thoughts held
captive

then released
vibrating from
paws to page
a quiet chase

PaTIenT k
You are still with us
among the living
yet your ghost
speaks

Hliana Bennet Photography
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“Pulling Words” is a beautiful, 
powerful work of poetry. 
Trandahl has packed this 
collection with dozens of 
amazing poems.

His poetry can be described 
as sublime (“Giving Thanks” 
or “Horse Thief Lake”) and 
visceral (“Invisible Wounds”), 
sometimes successfully 
coexisting in the same 
poem (the haunting “With 
What was Thought to be 
Benevolence”). Regardless, 
the poems deliver strong, 
lyrical imagery, powerful 
emotions, and thoughtful 
observations about life, 
humanity, and nature. In 
“Tangibility”, for example, 
Trandahl succinctly delivers 
on all of these.
A large part of his 
work strikes me as 
Transcendentalist (he lists 

Thoreau 
as an 
inspiration). 
He is at 
home in all 
the seasons 
of the year and all facets of 
nature. He breathes in the 
outdoors and exhales it into 
his poetry. Many of his poems 
reflect on the peace inherent 
in nature (“The Days of 
Autumn”) and man’s place in 
it (“Oak Bluffs”).
I highly recommend this 
collection to any fan of 
poetry.

Review by Kevin Corvus  
Twitter @Odinsknot

Buy Nicholas Trandahls book 
“Pulling Words” on: 
Amazon

w

Nicholas Trandahl’s Poetry Collection  
“Pulling Words” Is a Beautiful, 
Powerful Work

Hliana Bennet Photography

www.twitter.com/Odinsknot
www.amazon.com/Pulling-Words-Nicholas-Trandahl/dp/1941058663/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1517956890&sr=1-1
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Creator of New Worlds
Devika Fernando

Devika Fernando is the author of over 10 sweet 
and sensual romance novels.

Interview with @GalyaVarna

► Devika, in your bio you say 
that ever since you could 
write, you imagined stories 
and poems. Could you tell us 
why you prefer romance to 
other genres? 
It’s a fairly recent development. 
For years, I used to read every 
genre, but about ten years ago 
I found myself drawn to the ro-
mance genre more and more. 
I’ve always believed in true love 
as well as happy endings and 
immersed myself in love stories, 
so when I made up my mind 
to become an author, choosing 
romance felt natural. I also re-
searched the eBook market and 
trends, and romance novels 
seemed like the best choice.

► How has living in two dif-
ferent worlds (Germany and 
Sri Lanka) influenced your 
writing? 
It has made me very observant, 
which I think is a good char-

acter trait to have as a writer 
as observing means getting in-
spired. It’s also made me more 
sensitive to people’s feelings as 
well as interested in portraying 
different cultures and setting 
my books in various countries 
around the world.

► What has been the biggest 
challenge when crafting a 
character? 

Almost as soon as Devika Fern-
ando could write, she imagined 
stories and poems. After finish-
ing her education in Germany 
and returning to her roots in 
Sri Lanka, she got a chance to 
turn her passion into her pro-
fession. Having lived in Ger-
many and in Sri Lanka with her 
husband has made her experi-
ence the best (and the worst) 
of two totally different worlds 
– something that influences 
her writing. Her trademark is 
writing sweet, yet deeply emo-
tional romance stories where 

the characters actually fall in 
love instead of merely falling 
in lust. She draws inspiration 
from everyone and everything 
in life.
What she loves most about 
being an author is creating 
new worlds and sending her 
protagonists on a journey with 
ups and downs that leaves 
them changed. When she’s not 
writing, she’s reading or think-
ing about writing. Some of her 
contemporary and paranormal 
romance novels are bestsellers 
on Amazon.

I’ve always believed in true love as well as 
happy endings and immersed myself in love 
stories ”“

►
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Real characters with flaws and 
an authentic feel come to me 
easily. I think it’s the unique 
language and look for each 
character that’s more chal-
lenging than their qualities and 
stories.

► The underlying theme of 
your debut romance book 
“When I See Your Face - A 
Second Chance at Love” is 
abuse against women and 
the deep psychological scars 
it leaves on them. Could you 
please give us some detail 
about how your first book 
was created? 
The idea came while watch-
ing a Sri Lankan daily soap 
with a good twin and a bad 
twin, actually. And it just so 
happens that on the same day 
I had also read a newspaper 
article about how appallingly 
many women in Sri Lanka suf-
fer from domestic abuse. My 

writer’s brain somehow fused 
these two things together, and 
the basic plot was born.

► Most of your novels are part 
of book series. I am sure our 
readers would love to know 
more about the process of 
writing a series. 
Some of my series feature the 
same or familiar characters, 
others are part of a series only 
because they share a com-
mon theme. They can be read 
as stand-alones with a happy 
ending. “Saved in Sri Lanka” 
and “Seduced in Spain” are like 
this, as are the books in my 
new ‘Inn Love’ Bed & Break-
fast series where each book is 
set in a different country and 
fictitious inn.
What I love most about writing 
series is that I can revisit certain 
places and people (like in my 
royal romance novels such as 
The Prince’s Special Bride) and 

allow my readers glimpses into 
their futures. Having a com-
mon theme can also help focus 
as well as target readers.

► You have thousands of fol-
lowers on Twitter and Face-
book. Tell us a little about 
the time you spend commu-
nicating with your readers, 
please. 
I always appreciate honest 
feedback and I love connect-
ing with people from all over 
the world, whether they’re 
authors, bloggers or readers. 
I think it’s important not to 
simply tout one’s own horn 
and advertise but to be per-
sonal and interact, which is 
why I comment on all sorts of 
things, retweet actively and 
even feature others on my 
blog. What I love about Twit-
ter is that hashtags aren’t just 
great for marketing but also 
for finding things that inter-
est you and people that share 
these interests. My inbox is 
always open for anyone who’d 
like to say hello.

► In your blog you feature 
the work of other authors. 

Do you think it is important 
to be supportive of other 
writers’ work and why? 
Yes, I do. Most people stop 
caring at one point if the only 
thing they see from an author 
is single-minded self-promo-
tion. People want to be treat-
ed as humans, with a personal 
touch. And besides, we au-
thors know best how hard the 
struggle can be, especially if 
you’re an indie author. So I 
firmly believe in sticking to-
gether, being supportive and 
creative and at the same time 
also getting more visibility 

I always appreciate honest feedback and I love 
connecting with people from all over the world, 
whether they’re authors, bloggers or readers. ”“

►
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like this. Yes, it’s about selling 
books – but why be a mean 
bully about it?

► Do you still write poetry? 
Would you like to share a 
couple of poems with our 
readers? 
I do still write poetry. I find 
that whenever my mind really 
gets a chance to be quiet and 
spreads its wings or whenever 
I’m in a very emotional state, 
poems come to me. 

► Could you tell us about 
some of the projects on 
which you are currently 
working?
I am currently writing the sec-
ond book in my new ‘Inn Love’ 
series that features a fictitious 
bed & breakfast in a different 
country per book. Book 1, “Tan-
talizing Temptations”, was re-

leased a couple of months ago 
and tells the story of a single 
mother falling for the manager 
of a charming English cottage. 
Book 2, titled “Hidden Hopes”, 
is set in a log cabin in Canada 
and deals with a movie star go-
ing incognito and finding love.

Thank you so much for this 
interview, Devika! 

Here is a recent poem from Devika

lOve Makes MOnsTers

Love lies in wait, slyly lurks in the dark
Then pounces with a snarl and a bark
It flexes its muscles, sharpens its claws
Lures you till you walk into its open jaws

Love practices patience but knows no fears
It basks in your laughter, soaks up your tears
It tests its limits, then leaps over the fence
Catches you when you lower your defense

Love likes its freedom, will perish in a cage
It makes you hum a song or fly into a rage
It rakes its nails down your spine, holds your hand
It kicks you to the ground, then it helps you stand

Love stalks you like a shadow, slips and slinks right in
It makes your walls come crashing down and traps you in
It strips away all boundaries, peels off your tough skin
And though you may feel victorious, love will always win

Love grows in the cracks, minds neither heat nor chill
And survives all else because it has an indomitable will
It’s weapon and shield in one, it’s dangerous but fun
Glows like the moon or scorches like the burning sun

You can contact Devika  
Fernando at:
 
Website 

Twitter @Author_Devika 

Facebook

You can buy Devika’s 
books on:
Amazon

►
►

We authors know best how hard the struggle can 
be, especially if you’re an indie author. So I firmly 
believe in sticking together, being supportive and 
creative and at the same time also getting more 
visibility like this. ”

“

►
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www.devikafernando.com/ 
www.twitter.com/Author_Devika
www.facebook.com/devikafernandoauthor
www.amazon.com/Devika-Fernando/e/B00ISH0RD2/ref=sr_ntt_srch_lnk_1?qid=1517957736&sr=1-1 
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Love may dig its own grave, only to rise from the dead
Blinds you with rose-tinted glasses, makes you see red
It gives faith to the faithless, and wealth to the poor
And makes you realize how much you can endure

Love drinks you dry, like a vampire craving blood
It makes you bloom, then cruelly nips the new bud
It gives you a make-over and tempts you with hope
It’s your safety net but makes you walk a tightrope

Love lusts for attention, glorifies itself in sweet songs
Upsets the previous balance, then rights all the wrongs
It gives the feeble strength and makes the strong weak
Scrambles your brain until you know not what to speak

Love makes monsters of us all but keeps us sane
Those who foolishly try to deny it struggle in vain
It rips your heart out, then it helps you live
And sometimes love is all that’s left to give

© Devika Fernando

Hliana Bennet Photography
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Hliana Bennet Photography

In her debut poetry book, “Char-
coal Mist at Cotton Fields”, Eden 
Sleepwalker leads the reader with 
such a gentle hand as she writes 
and sketches about the duality of 
life, the human condition, and the 
concept of tabula rasa (a philo-
sophical theory that the human 
mind is a blank slate at birth).  
To quote from the title poem:

“As every cloud lost its way
Fell on the ground
Forming cotton fields …….

Yet a charcoal mist
is already here
to obscure our dreams…”

The composition of shadow/light in 
the charcoal sketches greatly add-
ed to the mood and atmosphere 
of the subject matter and compli-
mented the duality of the poems 
dealing with life/death, found/lost, 
dreams/searching, and love/loss. 
My favourite sketch was “The Car-
ousel of Hallucinations”, because 
it evoked a sense I often feel in 
my own life - that we humans are 

so much more than just body and 
mind, and that we are imbued with 
mythical elements which we are 
without a suitable language to de-
scribe.

Overall, I enjoyed the evocative 
journey this poet took me on, and 
if I had space I would quote many 
beautiful poems. Here are a few:

“As I walked behind you
your backbone
sensed my blues”

“Karma’s lights 
seem to be turned off
That’s why you can’t see how 
blessed I am..”

This is a beautiful book of poems 
& sketches which I recommend to 
poetry lovers, and I look forward 
to future works from this talented 
Author/Artist.

Review by @Poet Bianca Bowers 

You can buy Eden Sleepwalker’s 
book on Amazon

w

Eden Sleepwalker’s “Charcoal Mist  
at Cotton Fields” Is a Poetic 
Composition of Shadow & Light

www.twitter.com/BB_Writes
www.amazon.com/Charcoal-mist-cotton-fields-Drawings-ebook/dp/B0786QJFLB/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1518716474&sr=8-1&keywords=eden+sleepwalker 
www.amazon.com/Charcoal-mist-cotton-fields-Drawings-ebook/dp/B0786QJFLB/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1518716474&sr=8-1&keywords=eden+sleepwalker 
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Can’t Imagine Life  
without Writing

L. M. Nelson

L. M. Nelson is the author of the “Scrubs” medi-
cal-themed fiction series, for which she won an 
award. She is a member of the Texas Association 
of Authors, the Texas Authors Institute, and Ro-
mance Writers of America.  

Interview with @GalyaVarna

She is a member of the Texas 
Association of Authors, the 
Texas Authors Institute, and 
Romance Writers of America. 

► Tell us a little bit about 
yourself, L.M. Do you have a 
day job or are you focused 
mainly on your writing? 
I try to stay focused on my 
writing, but my day job re-
quires 100% of my energy, 10 
to 12 hours a day. I’m a teach-
er of elementary-aged chil-
dren and have been for over 
20 years. Since the teaching 
profession occupies a good 
majority of my time, I write 
primarily in the evenings and 
on weekends. I’ve been writ-
ing for as long as I can re-
member. I started with short 
stories as a kid and gradually 
moved into poetry and then 
novels. Writing is my stress 
release. I can retreat into my 
writing world for a few hours 
every day and escape from 
the demands and pressures 

of life. It’s something I enjoy 
doing and can’t imagine liv-
ing my life without writing.

► You write book series: all 
four installments of your 
“Scrubs” series have already 
been completed. What did 
you enjoy most when work-
ing on the series? 
The thing I enjoyed most 
about writing the “Scrubs” 

L.M. Nelson is certified teach-
er and CPR/First Aid instruc-
tor. She enjoys poetry, music, 
photography, gardening, and 
nature walks. Aside from her 
novels, she has written sev-
eral poems, some of which 
have been selected for liter-
ary magazines and poetry 
collections. She co-wrote the 
article, ‘Gifted and Talented 

Education at the Close of the 
Decade of the Brain’, which 
was published in an educa-
tional journal. She has also 
written several guest posts 
for various blogs. 
L.M. Nelson grew up in Cali-
fornia and the Pacific North-
west, but currently resides in 
South Central Texas with her 
husband and two children. 

Writing is my stress release. I can retreat into my 
writing world for a few hours every day ”“

►
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series were the characters. 
They drove the story, and I 
took off with it. Each charac-
ter within the series is unique 
and has his or her own dis-
tinct personality. They all en-
counter real world situations 
and handle them in their own 
unique ways. 

I began this series eons ago, 
adding more to it over the 
years. The four books were a 
labor of love, and the entire 
series took over a decade to 
complete. As I wrote the se-
ries, I was transitioning from 
a college student to a wife 
and mother to a well-estab-
lished, career-oriented wom-
an guiding her children to 
become responsible adults. 
The characters grew as I 
grew. They encountered cer-
tain milestones in their lives 
at about the same time I did. 
In the first book, “Scrubs”, 
the characters are in college 
and Medical School. I was an 
undergrad when I wrote that 
book, and the struggles the 
character face mirrored some 
of the issues I went through 
during that time in my life. 

In the second book, “Sand 
& Sutures”, the characters 
are trying to establish them-
selves as professionals in the 
medical field. They become 
family men with wives and 
children and deal with many 
aspects of adulthood. I wrote 
this book at the beginning of 
my career. I was married and 
starting a family at the time, 
so a lot of my personal ex-
periences were incorporated 
within the story. The third 
and fourth books, “Beyond 
the Hardwood” and “Cent-
er Stage”, were both writ-
ten several years later, when 
my children were finishing 
high school and starting col-
lege. The characters are near 
and dear to my heart. I was 
thrilled to finally finish the se-
ries, but sad to say goodbye 
to the characters, all of whom 
were such a huge part of my 
life for many years.

► “Scrubs”, your medical-
themed fiction series, won 
a first place award from the 
Texas Association of Authors 
for Medical fiction. Tell us 
please how you felt receiv-

ing this acknowledgement 
of your work. 
Honestly, I was surprised. 
When I first entered the con-
test, I didn’t think I stood a 
chance. Many authors are far 
better writers than I am and 
sell more books than I do. But 
I knew the only way to im-
prove my writing was to take 
risks, get feedback, and learn 
from criticism. So I took the 
chance and entered the con-
test. This particular contest 
was judged by other writers, 

and being acknowledged by 
my peers was reassuring. It 
made me feel like all the years 
I dedicated to researching and 
writing this series were worth 
the effort. I’m thrilled with 
the feedback I received and 
have become a better writer 
because of it.

► With your latest work, “The 
Guardian”, a Young Adult 
fantasy novel that is already 
available through Smash-
words and Amazon, you dive 

The four books were a labor of love, and the entire 
series took over a decade to complete.”“

►
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into the magical and create 
a fantasy world. Would you 
like to share some informa-
tion about working on this 
project? 
When the “Scrubs” series was 
finished, I knew I wanted to 
do something different, but 
wasn’t sure exactly which di-
rection to go. I read a lot of 

fantasy, adventure, and sus-
pense novels and love YA 
books, so I knew I wanted to 
write something within that 
realm. The concept of “The 
Guardian” actually started 
with a dream. This imaginary 
world I created came to life 
from the images my mind pro-
duced in my sleep. Once the 
imagery was clear, I took off 
with it and wrote “The Guard-
ian”. It was a fun project to 
work on. It was challenging 
at times, especially with world 
building, but I’m happy with 
the path my characters took 
throughout the story. 

► Besides information about 
your books, your blog offers 
a lot of interesting articles 
about writing and the crea-
tive process. I particularly 
liked the Meet the Char-
acters section, where you 
provide key information on 

your characters. Have any of 
them given you a hard time 
when you were writing your 
novels? 
Yes. Several of them did. But 
my main leading man, Dr. 
Randal Hanson, caused par-
ticular grief for me. I knew 
the kind of person I wanted 
him to be and the problems 
I wanted him to face, but he 
had other plans. This may 
sound crazy, but my charac-
ters drive my stories. Some-
times they take over and go 
places I didn’t plan for them 
to go. Randy was one such 
character. I’d send him off in 
one direction, and he’d pull 
the other way. I finally gave 
in and let him take the lead. 
He turned out to be a better 
person and a more dynamic 
character because of it.

► Would you like to tell us a 
little about your new projects 
for 2018?
I have a few projects planned 
for the upcoming year. I’m 
currently mapping out a se-
quel to “The Guardian”, which 
may end up being a four-book 
series. I haven’t decided yet. 

I’ve also started an adult 
crime novel and have an ad-
venture/survival story brew-
ing in my head. I’ve created 
a character who’s a tough, no 
nonsense female detective, 
but I’m not sure what I’m go-
ing to do with her yet. I’m 
toying with a sci-fi idea, but 
am terrified to write it. Sci-
fi is a complex genre, and I 
don’t want to screw it up. My 
husband reads primarily sci-fi 
and says he’ll help me figure 
out details, but I don’t know 
if I’m brave enough to ven-
ture into that domain. We’ll 
see how it goes. 

Thank you, L.M. for taking 
the time to answer our ques-
tions!  

 I knew the kind of person I wanted him to be  
and the problems I wanted him to face, but he had 
other plans.”

You can learn more about L.M. 
Nelson’s work from at: 

Webiste:  
www. lmnelsonscorner.wordpress.com

Twitter at @ authorlmnelson 

You can buy L. M. Nelson’s books on  
Amazon 

►

“

www.lmnelsonscorner.wordpress.com
www.lmnelsonscorner.wordpress.com
www.twitter.com/authorlmnelson
www.amazon.com/L.M.-Nelson/e/B00ZO1ZZ6Y/ref=sr_ntt_srch_lnk_1?qid=1517959041&sr=1-1
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“Love Is A Song She Sang From A 
Cage” by author Bianca Bowers is 
an exquisite collection of poems, 
sung from the heart.  
Cyberspace has given me the 
chance to discover amazing 
authors and books – indie authors 
or authors from small publishing 
houses all over the world. 
I am not saying that every book 
and author I have encountered 
is a gem, but Bianca’s poetry 
certainly is – a song so exquisite, 
powerful and deep that I wanted 
to continue reading! 
Ms Bowers’ poetry book is not 
simply a collection of single 
poems. It is a book that tells a 
story, taking the reader on an 
emotional journey. 
The poetry book is symbolically 
divided into four sections: 
“Caged”, “Feathers”, “Songbird” 
and “Flight”, all featuring different 
faces of love. 
In “Love Is A Song She Sang From 
A Cage” Ms Bowers is master of 
impersonations and conducts the 
reader through the sometimes 

conflicting emotional states of 
the lyrical persona. Her imagery 
is unexpected and at points 
surprising, consistent with the very 
personal and different ways people 
experience love.  
I cannot select a single poem as 
a favourite, because I do like the 
book in its entirety, from the cover 
to the last poem. Speaking of 
the cover – I did find the design 
extremely interesting and evoking 
thoughts and feelings. It reminded 
me of an old and much used 
volume of precious poems that 
has endured the tests of time.  
I must say that I am very happy 
to have encountered such a fine 
poet as Bianca Bowers! True 
lovers of poetry and all of you who 
are, have been or will be in love, 
believe me, you would not want to 
miss this excellent collection! 

Review by @GalyaVarna

You can buy Bianca Bowers’ 
book on Amazon

w 

“Love Is A Song She Sang From A Cage”  
by Bianca Bowers Is an Exquisite 
Collection of Poems

Hliana Bennet Photography

www.twitter.com/GalyaVarna
www.amazon.com/Love-Song-She-Sang-Cage-ebook/dp/B07751KQPS/ref=sr_1_1?s=digital-text&ie=UTF8&qid=1518716523&sr=1-1&keywords=bianca+bowers
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Ellis Shuman was born in 
Sioux City, Iowa, and immi-
grated to Israel as a teenager. 
He completed high school in 
Jerusalem and served for three 
years in the Israeli army. Along 
with his wife, Jodie, he was a 
founding member of Kibbutz 
Yahel. After working for sever-
al years in the hotel industry, 
he today writes and edits on-
line marketing content. In the 
years 2009 - 2010, his job was 
relocated to Sofia, Bulgaria. 
Ellis’s writing has appeared in 

“The Times of Israel”, “The 
Huffington Post”, “The Jerusa-
lem Post”, “Israel Insider”, and 
on a wide range of Internet 
websites. He is the author of a 
collection of short stories, “The 
Virtual Kibbutz” (2003) and two 
novels, “Valley of Thracians” 
(January 2013) and “The Bur-
gas Affair” (October 2017). 

► Ellis and I have been walk-
ing the streets of the same 
city in the period 2009 – 
2010 and have been breath-

ing the same Sofia air, with-
out having the slightest idea 
of each other’s existence. By 
sheer chance, just a couple 
of months ago, I met Ellis on 
LinkedIn and was amazed 
by how he started his writ-
ing career. Could you tell us 
a little bit about yourself, 
Ellis? 
When I tell people that I am a 
writer, I introduce myself as an 
American-born Israeli author 
who writes about Bulgaria. 
Quite possibly, I am the only 

writer in the world who writes 
in this niche genre. I was born 
in Sioux City, Iowa, and moved 
to Israel as a teenager with my 
parents. I finished high school 
in Jerusalem, served three 
years in the Israeli army, was a 
founding member of a kibbutz, 
and now live in a small com-
munity near Jerusalem. I have 
worked in a number of profes-
sions, from driving a tractor and 
milking cows, to food and bev-
erage control at a Hilton hotel. 
Now I work in online marketing 

Write as Much as  
Possible To Succeed
Ellis Shuman is a blogger and author of “The Bur-
gas Affair”, thriller set in Bulgaria/Israel. 

Ellis Shuman

Interview with @GalyaVarna

►

When I tell people that I am a writer, I 
introduce myself as an american-born Israeli 
author who writes about Bulgaria. ”“
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and I write fiction and non-fic-
tion in my spare time.
For two years, 2009-2010, 
my job was relocated to So-
fia, Bulgaria. This was quite 
a challenge as my wife and I 
had never lived outside Israel 
as adults, and certainly never 
in Europe. In our free time, 
we began to explore Bulgaria. 
We quickly fell in love with the 
country, with its fascinating 
history, rich culture, and stun-
ning nature. We visited pictur-
esque villages, the Black Sea 
coast, and the mountains. I 
failed, however, to master the 
Bulgarian language but man-
aged just fine in English.

After my return home to Israel, 
I found myself ‘homesick’ for 
Bulgaria. I found that I could 
walk the streets of Sofia again 
through my writing. I realized 
that not many Westerners know 
about Bulgaria and why it is a 
country worth visiting. I write 

travel reports about my expe-
riences there, publishing them 
in the Huffington Post, the Oslo 
Times, the Jerusalem Post, and 
on a number of other websites 
as well as on my blog.
I also write about Bulgaria in 
my fiction. I published my first 
novel, “Valley of Thracians”, in 
2013. In the book, an American 
Peace Corps volunteer goes 
missing and his grandfather 
arrives in Bulgaria to search 
for him. My second novel, “The 
Burgas Affair”, published in 
2017, is a fictional account of 
a joint Bulgarian-Israeli inves-
tigation following a very real 
terrorist attack in 2012 at Bur-
gas Airport. I continue to write 
about Bulgaria all the time.

► I am sure our readers 
would be interested to have 
a peek at your writing life. 
Would you like to give us 
some details about your 
writing routines?

My biggest challenge is find-
ing time to write! I have a long 
work day and then there are 
the commutes to and from the 
office. By the time I get home 
in the evenings I am totally 
exhausted, and certainly in no 
mood to write. I devote my 
weekends to family. It’s hard 
to fit creative writing time into 
my busy daily routine.

Luckily, I am a morning person. 
I found a solution to my writing 
dilemma by getting up very early 
each morning. Instead of going 
directly to the office, I stop in a 
coffee shop nearby. I sit down 
with a steaming cup of cappuc-
cino and take out my laptop. 
The hiss of the coffee machines 
and the voices of the other cus-
tomers don’t disturb me. I block 
out all of that and concentrate 
on my writing. I make a small 
amount of progress every day. 
All three of my books have been 
written and edited, in part, dur-
ing my early morning sessions 
at the coffee shop.

► The setting of your latest 
book, “The Burgas Affair”, is 
in Bulgaria and although the 

novel was written in English, 
it was first published in Bul-
garian. How did that come 
about?
The first blog article I published 
on The Huffington Post was 
entitled “10 Amazing Things 
You Don’t Know about Bul-
garia.” The article went viral. 
It received more than 27,000 
likes and was translated three 
times into Bulgarian (two of 
them without my permission). I 
gained a reputation as a West-
erner who writes very positive-
ly about Bulgaria.

I love to read and I write many 
book reviews. I began special-
izing in writing reviews of books 
written by Bulgarian authors 
who have been translated into 
English. As a result, I estab-
lished many connections with 
Bulgarian authors, publishers, 
and media.
My novel “The Burgas Affair” 
was published in May 2016 
by Ciela, the leading publish-
ing house in Bulgaria. It was 
strange, and exciting, to attend 
the book launch and a book 
signing for the novel in Sofia, 
when the book had yet to be 

all three of my books have been written and 
edited, in part, during my early morning 
sessions at the coffee shop.” 

“
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published in English. The book 
was well received in Bulgaria, 
but it certainly didn’t become 
a bestseller.

► You have already pub-
lished 2 novels, the first 
one as an indie author while 
with the second one you fol-
lowed the traditional route, 
choosing a literary agent 
and a publisher. Could you 
compare these two routes 
to reaching your audience?
Actually, both of my nov-
els were self-published. Like 
many aspiring authors, I ini-
tially pursued traditional pub-
lishing and the first step was 
to look for a literary agent. 
Unfortunately, with my first 
novel I had no success at all 
so I decided to self-publish. I 
worked with a freelance editor 
and a graphic designer for the 
cover, and the result was the 

publication of “Valley of Thra-
cians” in January 2013.

When I finished writing “The 
Burgas Affair”, I again want-
ed to check out the option of 
landing a traditional publish-
ing book deal. Amazingly, I 
was able to sign with a liter-
ary agent but this connection 
didn’t last. As far as I could 
see, the agent did absolutely 
nothing to try and find a pub-
lisher for my book. More than 
that, she rarely communicated 
with me. I fired her and decid-
ed again to self-publish.

I have no regrets that I self-
published both novels. I have 
enjoyed being in control of all 
stages of the book, from writ-
ing to marketing. Marketing, I 
have found, is much more dif-
ficult than writing or editing 
the book. Self-publishing takes 

a lot of time and effort, but on 
the other hand, you can get a 
lot of satisfaction when you see 
the direct results for what you 
did entirely on your own.

► All authors, especially au-
thors who self-publish, do 
their best to reach more 
readers. What have you 
done and how successful 
has it been in marketing 
your book?
I have tried a number of things 
to market my books. Some of 
them have been more success-
ful than others. I published my 
books through Amazon under 
the KDP Select program. One 
of the main reasons I did this 
is I just don’t have enough 
time to publish on other plat-
forms. With KDP Select I am 
able to lower the price of my 
books, or give them away for 
free. Doing that might sound 
counterproductive if you want 
to make money selling your 
books, but getting them into 
the hands of as many readers 
as possible, with the hope that 
they will write reviews, is defi-
nitely a goal with pursuing.
I have not had success promot-

ing my books on social media. 
When I boosted posts on Fa-
cebook, they did not bring any 
sales. On the other hand, when 
I lowered the price of my books 
and advertised them in book-
related newsletters, such as 
BookBub, I saw thousands of 
downloads. I have not earned 
enough to cover my marketing 
expenses, but it is quite amaz-
ing to think that my books are 
being read all over the world.

Ahead of the publication of 
“The Burgas Affair”, I contact-
ed dozens of book reviewers 
and book bloggers and gave 
away as many free copies as I 
could. As a result, I have been 
spotlighted and interviewed 
on quite a few blogs, and have 
received many positive reviews 
on Amazon and Goodreads.

► You have been blogging 
for many years not only for 
your personal blog but also 
for “The Huffington Post”, 
“The Times of Israel”, etc. 
What advice could you give 
other writers in relation with 
starting their blogs and writ-
ing compelling content?

ahead of the publication of “The Burgas 
affair”, I contacted dozens of book reviewers 
and book bloggers and gave away as many free 
copies as I could.” 

“
►
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If you want to succeed as a 
writer, you should write as much 
as possible. Practice makes 
perfect. Ideally, you should set 
aside time every day for writ-
ing. Getting the words down 
quickly on paper is the first step, 
whereas editing can be done 
slowly, and more carefully, at a 
later stage. A second piece of 
advice is to read as much as 
possible. Reading gives you the 
essential tools you’ll need to 
improve your writing. Writing 
compelling content does not 
necessarily come easy, but the 
more time you put into your 
writing, the better it will get.

► What are you working on 
at the moment? 
There is a fascinating period 
in Bulgaria’s history that most 
people know nothing about. De-
spite being allied with the Nazis 
during World War Two, Bulgaria 
refused to send its 50,000 Jew-
ish citizens to the concentration 
camps. Bulgaria’s entire Jewish 

community survived the war! 
(Unfortunately, over 11,000 
Jews who lived in Macedonia, 
Serbia, and Thrace—areas un-
der Bulgarian military control 
during the war—were sent to 
the camps and murdered in the 
Holocaust.)
I hope to tell this amazing story 
through my fiction. I have com-
pleted a first draft of my next 
novel but there is much more 
work to be done!

Thank you for this interview, El-
lis!   

If you want to succeed as a writer, you should 
write as much as possible. ” “

You can find Ellis 
 
on his blog 

Twitter @ellisshuman

on LinkedIn

You can buy Ellis Shuman’s 
books on Amazon 

►

Hliana Bennet Photography

www.ellisshuman.blogspot.gr/ 
www.twitter.com/ellisshuman
www.linkedin.com/in/ellis-shuman-a9739b/ 
www.amazon.co.uk/Ellis-Shuman/e/B00B68OVJ6/ref=dp_byline_cont_book_1
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All of society is laid bare in the po-
ems of “This Is not a Spectacle”.  
I really enjoyed reading this anthol-
ogy. I wouldn’t say that the imagery 
and syntax are polished and refined, 
but that is the appeal of these po-
ems. Isabelle Kenyon writes with a 
raw honesty that conveys true emo-
tion and belief.

The different sections explore the 
underside of humanity and identity, 
frequently raising the issue of how 
we mis-treat others in society, from 
the bullying of someone because 
of their name, through mixed race 
relationships and the depersonalisa-
tion of the elderly in care homes to 
the violence of sexual abuse so that 
any reader can find a poem to make 
them think, to question their beliefs 
and to consider their own attitudes 
and positions. “This Is not a Specta-
cle” is very much an anthology that 
feels personal to the poet, Isabelle 
Kenyon, but at the same time is no 
less resonant to the reader.

I found the poems set in India fas-
cinating and will return to them af-
ter my visit there later in next year 

to see if they match my personal 
reflections. I especially loved the 
poem Identity – Granny Olga, partic-
ularly the last two lines as I felt they 
conveyed such love and optimism. 
I was curious throughout about the 
title “This Is not a Spectacle” and 
when it became clear at the end of 
“Letter To My Younger Self” I almost 
punched the air in triumphant af-
firmation. This is a poem all young 
people could benefit from. There is 
quite an abrasive undertone to many 
of the poems, with quite a feminist 
perspective that I think will en-
lighten many readers too, especially 
those poems with quite strong ex-
pletive language or a quite disjoint-
ed physical structure on the page 
that reflects the subject matter.
“This Is not a Spectacle” is an inter-
esting and insightful collection that 
considers humanity from many an-
gles. I thoroughly enjoyed it. 

Review by Linda Hill Twitter
www.lindasbookbag.com 

Buy Isabelle Kenyon’s book on  
Amazon 

w

Isabelle Kenyon’s Poetry Book “This Is not 
a Spectacle” - Interesting & Engaging 

www.twitter.com/Lindahill50Hill 
www.lindasbookbag.com  
www.amazon.com/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_ebooks_1?ie=UTF8&text=Isabelle+Kenyon&search-alias=digital-text&field-author=Isabelle+Kenyon&sort=relevancerank
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Nicholas Adams grew up in 
the small, rural town of Bor-
ing, OR with his six brothers 
and sisters.  
After graduating from High 
School in Gresham, OR he at-
tended BYU-ID and received 
his Associates Degree in Pre-
Med. From there he returned 
to Portland, OR and attend-
ed Portland State University 
where he earned his Bach-
elor’s Degree in Biology/Pre-
Med before changing his ca-
reer track to Architecture.
He completed his second Bach-

elor’s Degree in Architecture 
at Portland State University 
before going on to achieve his 
Master of Architecture Degree 
from the University of Utah in 
Salt Lake City, UT.
After his graduation, he and 
his wife moved to the Phoe-
nix Arizona area where they 
adopted four children over the 
next eight years. Nicholas cur-
rently lives in the Salt Lake City 
area where he is an Associate 
member of the American In-
stitute of Architects (AIA). His 
other interests include read-

ing, video games, singing, and 
motorcycles.

► Nicholas, reading your 
bio, I was wondering 
whether you currently 
continue your practice as 
an architect. I suppose 
your education in medical 
science has helped you in 
your Sci-Fi novella “Im-
print,” in creating Malcolm 
- a doctor who is trying to 
find the cure for the Scald. 
But I am curious to know 
whether being an archi-
tect also helps you in your 
writing and how? 
The short answer to the first 
part of your question is yes. 
Technically, I cannot say I’m 
an “architect” because I do 
not have a license. I work for 
a software reseller as a train-
er, and tech support guru, of 
a building design software 
called Autodesk Revit. How-
ever, I do design houses on 
the side (which is also on the ►

Fantasy writer
Nicholas Adams

Nicholas Adams is the author of SciFi stories, among 
which the novel “The Angels’ Secret” and the no-
vella “Imprint”. 

Interview with @GalyaVarna

The best part of book reviews is knowing 
someone not only read my work but took the time 
to share their thoughts about it.”“
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side of writing). So, still work-
ing in the architectural world, 
that background has helped 
me to imagine and describe 
the various settings my stories 
take place in.

► Could you share with us 
what has been your expe-
rience with Beta readers? 
Finding Beta-readers has been 
challenging, to be honest. I’ve 
posted a request for readers on 
my blog for my fantasy WIP, but 
have received no takers. One 

twitter follower asked to read 
it based on some of the tweets 
I’ve made from it. And aside 
from my one devoted brother 
who seems to love everything 
I write, I’m still looking.

► You are active on Twit-
ter and other social media. 
Would you like to share any 
of the lessons learnt while 
building your audience? 
The one piece of advice I read 
early on was something to the 

effect of, “Don’t worry about 
building your brand or follower 
list. Just connect with people 
on a personal level”.

 ► In your blog, among oth-
er articles, you also share 
reviews of other writers’ 
books. Would you like to 
tell our readers about your 
experience with being re-
viewed? What’s the best 
and the worst part of book 
reviews for you? 
For the most part, I enjoy get-

ting reviews, and I appreciate 
the effort it takes for the re-
viewer to pen their thoughts. I 
should say, from my experienc-
es in the architectural world, 
that there’s a difference be-
tween getting critiqued and be-
ing criticised.  A critique points 
out the strengths, as well as 
the weaknesses, of a particu-
lar work. Criticism is just cut-
ting down someone else’s work 
because it’s not how the critic 
would have liked it. 

The best part is knowing some-
one not only read my work but 
took the time to share their 
thoughts about it.  The worst is 
having someone say they hat-
ed my story without providing 
any explanation as to why. 

► Do you continue day-
dreaming? 
All the time. I take great com-
fort from writing quotes that 
say if you’re thinking about 
writing, you’re still writing. So, 
I’m writing all the time even 
if I sit at my keyboard every 
three days.

► In another interview, you 
share that “I write the sto-
ries I want to read.” What 
is the story you are crav-
ing to write next?
In the future, Autistic kids 
emerge from their mental pris-
ons with heightened senses. A 
government agency uses them 
to solve crimes, and a few can 
even travel to the past and 
witness unsolvable cold cas-
es. But one discovers the se-
cret agenda and has to decide 
if the cure is worse than the 
condition.

► What projects are you 
presently working on? 
I’m writing my first epic fantasy 
novel. It takes place in anoth-
er world with multiple flocks of 
avian people. The high prince 
of a warrior flock, unable to 
convince his father to find a 
peaceful solution to their end-
less battle over a sacred crop, 
decides to fake his death and 
pursue a cure for the disease 
that seemingly makes the war 
necessary.

I’m also participating in the 
quarterly Writers of the Future 
contest in hopes of winning 
the Golden Pen one day.

Thank you for sharing your 
thoughts with us, Nicholas! 

I’m writing my first epic “fantasy novel.”“
You can find Nicholas Adams at his:

Website 
www.nicholasadamswrites.com

Twitter @NicholasAWrites 

You can buy Nicholas Adams’s books on 
Amazon 

►

www.nicholasadamswrites.com
www.nicholasadamswrites.com
www.twitter.com/NicholasAWrites
www.amazon.com/Angels-Secret-Seraphim-Chronicles/dp/1542770777/ref=sr_1_10?ie=UTF8&qid=1518083874&sr=8-10&keywords=nicholas+adams
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What a breath of fresh air this one 
is! First of all, check out that cover. 
And how about that cool title? My 
attention was grabbed immediately. 
P. Wesley Lundburg is one of those 
very talented indie authors out there 
who needs more attention. Well, 
here’s my attempt to get some of 
that for him.
Now I have never read any of those 
old time detective books featuring 
Sam Spade or Philip Marlowe, but 
one reviewer likens PI Rick “call me 
Clay” Clayton to those investigators, 
except that Clay’s work is set in the 
present day. All I know is that it was 
a pleasure to attach myself to Clay 
and experience the ride totally first 
hand. This was made possible by 
first person (Clay’s) narration and 
the inclusion of Clay in virtually eve-
ry scene. Thus the reader has a very 
clear view of how this PI goes about 
his business.
In a nutshell, Clay is hired by a 
wealthy woman to find out if her 
husband is dallying about with 
other women. Well, things end up 
being way more interesting than 
that. Clay finds himself dealing with 
plenty of deception and corruption 

and people trying to “dissuade him” 
from digging into things. Oh, and 
murders. Several of them. 

The book stays on plot and moves 
quickly. You fast readers out there 
could get through this one in a long 
afternoon. The narrative is punctu-
ated with a series of nifty twists and 
revelations. There are also some fun 
action scenes. What I liked best was 
watching Clay break down the case 
using old-fashioned hard work, keen 
thinking, and expert help from his 
core of friends and associates.

I really liked Clay. Basically, Clay is 
a loner, but he has a small core of 
people around him through whom 
we learn more about him. There’s 
his computer hacker friend Clifford 
and Clifford’s mother, Tia Louise, 
both of whom Clay has known since 
boyhood. Clay has no family of his 
own, and goes out of his way to visit 
these two every week. Clifford has 
some sort of affliction (my guess 
would be something along the As-
perger’s spectrum) that makes him 
different; Tia Louise appreciates 
the PI for maintaining a long term 

w

P. Wesley Lundburg’s “The Stateroom 

Tryst” Is a Breath of Fresh Air

friendship with her son. Clay also 
seemingly eats most of his meals 
at the Harborview Diner, and he is 
very tight with the owner/cook, Li-
onel. They do lots of favors for each 
other. Then there’s his sage elderly 
boss who owns the agency and the 
boss’s sons, aka the Tweedles. Clay’s 
kind side glows when he is dealing 
with these people. I see a lot of po-
tential in this supporting cast. 

I understand this is the first book 
of a planned series. I was definite-
ly entertained by The Stateroom 
Tryst and will most certainly pick up 

book 2 when it becomes available. 
I highly recommend this novel for a 
fast and different sort of PI story. I 
have also downloaded the author’s 
other two novels (from the Frank 
Mattituck series) and look forward 
to digging into those soon. 

Great job, and thanks for being dif-
ferent, Mr. Lundburg!

Review by  Christine Terrell 

Buy P. Wesley Lundburg’s book 
on Amazon

Hliana Bennet Photography

www.goodreads.com/user/show/26175098-christine
www.goodreads.com/user/show/26175098-christine
www.amazon.com/P.-Wesley-Lundburg/e/B01M0XN287/ref=sr_ntt_srch_lnk_1?qid=1518083983&sr=
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Connecting Emotionally 
with the Audience

Doug Stuber

Poet, artist, musician and retired visiting profes-
sor of English at Chonnam National University in 
Gwangju, South Korea.

Interview with @GalyaVarna

The only time a culture hit 
as shocking was when I first 
arrived in South Korea.  The 
concern for others there felt 
great, but also constricting, 
which led to a prolific period of 
poetry, and to opening an art 
studio and exhibiting through-
out South Korea. Thus adjust-
ing to a new culture meant 
more reasons to be creative.  
The poems became anthropo-
centric and less and less eco-

centric.  They were more flu-
id, and without restraint, and 
became a wonderful burst of 
energy that has been hard to 
replicate now that I am back in 
familiar territory in the U.S.

►In your poetry you always 
tell a story. Years after 
writing a poem, do you re-
call how each one of them 
was born? 
The stories that spring up in 

Doug Stuber is a visiting 
professor of English at Chon-
nam National University in 
Gwangju, South Korea.  He 
holds a masters in English 
(creative writing) from Holl-
lins University, and a B.S. in 
Journalism from the Univer-
sity of Florida.  
He has published 12 volumes 
of poetry, and comments on 
geo-political issues and oth-
er things that pop into the 

lensfinder. He exhibits ab-
stract expressionist art, and 
toured around the mid-At-
lantic in bands from 1987 to 
2007. Doug was also active in 
Green Party politics in North 
Carolina. 

►You have travelled ex-
tensively and lived abroad. 
Could you tell us how cul-
ture shock has influenced 
your poetry and visual art? ►

adjusting to a new culture meant more reasons 
to be creative.”  “
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my poetry remain vivid, and 
the circumstances of each 
provide me with a quick ref-
erence to my past.  
“Eagle Pond Farm” is an im-
agination of a day in the life 
of Donald Hall, a US Poet 
Laureate that I have been 
friends with since I was 17.  
He wrote a funny but poign-
ant ode to cheese, and I was 
riffing on that in this imagi-
nation. I still see him sitting 
by his window writing es-
says, even though I’ve nev-
er been to Eagle Pond Farm.  
Part of that is his excellent 
use of detail in his own writ-
ing. 
“Ode to Horace Mann” was 
written while sitting on a log 
across the road from a gate 
to Antioch College. The gate 
had the quote “Be Ashamed 
to die before you have won 
some victory for humanity.”  
The entire town of Yellow 
Springs, Ohio comes back to 
me when I see that quote.

►You have told me that 
at present you are mostly 
selling your books during 
poetry readings and other 
events, but there was also 
a period when some of 
your books were available 
online. Could you please 
describe the different ex-
periences both types of 
communicating with your 
readers have given you? 
Poetry is a tough sell online. 
It’s a hard type of book to 
sell anywhere. Even among 
book readers, few walk into 
a bookstore planning to buy 
a poetry book. Connecting 
emotionally with an audi-
ence is the best way to sell 
poetry, in my experience.  
Anyone who happened to 
find my books on Amazon 
probably has not read any 
of my poems, as periodicals, 
especially literary journals, 
are not best sellers either. 
So, like acting, it all gushes 
your way once you have hit 

it big, and are a known poet. 
Many filters are put on. You 
can’t be a state-wide poet 
laureate unless you are a 
professor at a major school. 
You can’t become a profes-
sor until some major pub-
lisher has collected your po-
ems, and you can’t even get 
published in literary journals 

unless you are an academic. 
My teaching in Korea helped 
propel six books in seven 
years, but none were pub-
lished in the USA, so I re-
turned in 2015 to start anew. 
In short, I have made no 
connections with my readers 
online, because the books 
didn’t sell there. In happy 

connecting emotionally with an audience is the 
best way to sell poetry.”“

►
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news, Finishing Line Press 
will bring out a book called 
“Chronic Observer” in 2018. 
I will have to sell that book 
5-10 at a time at readings, 
just like any other.

►As a painter you create ab-
stract expressionist art and 
you once shared your works 
were given numbers rather 

than names in order not to 
limit the viewer’s percep-
tion, so to say. Is there a 
most memorable reaction 
or reactions of viewers that 
you will never forget? 
I started working full time 
as an artist in 1978 in Flori-
da. The state has 35 outdoor 
shows per year, and most 
run Thursday to Sunday. The 
children, especially in the 5-
12 age group reacted in such 
loving and open ways. Many 
times I would invite them to 
paint on the spot. This ex-

perience of setting up every 
week, and getting multiple 
reactions from thousands of 
event-goers was formative 
in my continuing to paint. I 
live in a state that is famous 
for crafts, and landscape art, 
so I tend to travel to find the 
crowds that enjoy abstract ex-
pressionism. London and Ber-
lin have been good to me.

►You were a visiting pro-
fessor of English in a uni-
versity in South Korea. 
What has been the big-
gest challenge in teaching 
students from a different 
culture? 
In Korea the challenge had 
nothing to do with the fact 
that English is a second lan-
guage because the students 
had studied English so hard 
and starting at such a young 
age. The biggest challenge 
was separating students into 
different grades.  They all ex-

pected A+ grades, but many 
worthy A students couldn’t 
get As because the grading 
system was done by the per-
centage of students allowed 
to get A or B, and the per-
centage that HAD to get C 
or D or F by rule. I had one 
class where an 89 average 
was a D. That’s hard to do to 
a student.

►Would you like to share 
with our readers some of 
the projects you are cur-
rently working on? 
Right now I am editing the 
fifth edition of “Poems for 
the Heron Clan” for Kather-
ine James Books. This time 
we expanded the accept-
ance to 62 poets, due to a 
massive volume of excellent 
work submitted. The philoso-
phy behind the book is more 
open-minded than the envi-
ronmental/Native American 
title would suggest. We love 
BEAT poets, environmental 
poets, and any subject mat-
ter, as long as the poetry is 
heartfelt and well written. 
In art, I just completed a 
show at The Crypt Gallery in 

London, and have one hang-
ing at the Pittsboro Center 
for the Arts now.  A change 
is presenting itself in my art 
now.  After decades of try-
ing to refine expressionism 
to mean no thinking at all, 
and no control even of the 
colors used, the work is slow-
ing down, and allowing for 
purposeful moments.  I’m 
one of those that allows the 
movement (both emotional 
and physical) to determine 
the next direction to go. The 
400 paintings I made in Ko-
rea are among the strong-
est set to date. I had a lot to 
be emotional about, so the 
release was both cathartic 
and, luckily, on target.

Right now I am editing the fifth edition of   
“Poems for the heron clan” for katherine   
James Books. “
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Poems by Doug Stuber 
eaGle POnd FarM
October in New Hampshire means colored leaves for kicking.
Donald kicks a few heading into town for cheese.
He notices that the antique dealer, once again, announced
The coming of winter by changing his sign.  It now reads:
“Driveways Plowed, Reasonable Rates.”  The type of
De-evolution Donald appreciates.
 
Standard time ensures contrast, as autumn’s last bonfire
Sends a leaf-shaped spark into the air.
A simple way of life is free to walk around without inspection:
So Donald does.  He checks out of Najur’s General Store
With Gouda and N.Y. Sharp Cheddar tucked away.
He climbs up the knoll then down the driveway to the farm.
He kicks a pinecone to the safety of the woods.
He exhales steam that quickly disappears.
He can almost see ice forming on the pond.

First appeared in “The Mangrove Review,” Spring 1984.

 
red TO GO
Cardinals don’t visit often, but a proud male
Perched, inquiring about the weather, so I implied,
Through body movement, that this was a suitable
Winter retreat.  It’s not Miami, and highs
Are in the 60s in January.  So he stayed.

He caught us on a clear day:  third in a row.
The reflections of a manmade pond (called Jacuzzi)
Must have drawn him.  The chow-chows were inside,
The rumbling of distant showers hit the walls
While wind chimes hung dormant in the still.
 

Cardinals signify a change in my life.
The last one I saw came by to tell me it
Was time to walk away from snowy winters.
This time I knew the new stuff was coming,
And the red-bird came to relax my nerves.
 
Sharp shadows move slightly with the leaves.
Our cardinal darts a foot above the rail,
Cutting the water with a flame.  A ringing phone
Beckons:  two weeks before I walk away, two
Weeks to wrap, tie, hug, make peace then leave.
 
First Appeared in “More Poems,” Self Published, 1994.
 

sharp shadows move slightly with the leaves.
Our cardinal darts a foot above the rail, 
Cutting the water with a flame. “

neW POTaTO
Just what are we supposed to
Accomplish
In this leftover culture?
Apathy soup or
Mindless decadence? Meatloaf or 
gold?
 
Start modern traditions now.
Discover
Potential by ignoring
Everything they want.
Play hard then dedicate completely.
 
Jump off, get straight, share 
yourself.

Initiate
New dances for the timid.
Create vibrant space
And keep the space open to 
changes.
 
Publicize your ideas.
Saturate
Your neighborhood with abstract
Lifestyles made of art.
Drop the past like a hot potato.
 

First appeared in “Sex, Religion, 
Politics” Branch, Hurt & Carr, 1997.
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and I lOve her
Maybe she heard this from somewhere else,
Abbey Road studios, so gay, so creatively childlike
while musically pure. Maybe  her sister told her, but
no matter now, it must come from me more often, so,
Kwang Suk, I love you. I’m sorry six am comes so
early, midnight so late, I miss Hyuntay, I miss you more.
“No,” I can’t say no to a senior professor, so it means no
to my family, my heart.  No crying at work, except
quietly in stall number six, no time for a kiss, no less...
No new Korean friends, no Korean language class, no
research fellows no special nights out, almost no Lego
building, book reading, Lacrosse tossing, snowmen.
This is not my fault nor yours, it’s simply part of a
culture I neither understand nor fit into, but repetition
repeats itself and this 20-liner is too personal for print,
too truthful to be used in class, to precise, didactic.
Shredded dreams of the idyllic professorial domain inch
into conversations, ruin the party. Potential foiled again by
mysterious, emotive, defense system brutally lashing, when
stress piles, love time is lost, requests outnumber invitations.
 
First appeared in “Top Secrets, Open Secrets,” Chonnam University  
Press, 2013

 
Ode TO hOrace Mann

Be ashamed to die until you have won some
victory for humanity. – Horace Mann

 
Be aware that energy is life, save some for your kids.
Be afraid that our minds are bent by news, not books.
Be awed by the healing power of the simple purple cone flower.
Be awake before the bombs drop, before the money rules.
Be agile:  live in a town that walks and bikes to work and play.
Be amused by ants and birds, goats and potato fields, lilacs and 
sycamores.
Be angry only long enough to solve the problem, then move on.
Be ashamed to die until you have won some victory for humanity.
 
First appeared in “Always on Friday,” an anthology of the Friday Noon 
Poets, 2000.
 

aTlanTa
Buckhead offers twelve-dollar sandwiches,
Parents lunching their children on Saturday:
Straight from Beemer to deli to Emory to evening
Wedding to Benz to kids at lunch on Peachtree.
 
North Peachtree, where you can’t quite see the smog
Thanks to trees and art and tacky bars.  Southern
Culture on the skids, but not outside this deli, where
Leaves tumble with Dr. Brown’s Cream Soda cans.
 
All I can think of is you: hamburgers and organic
Bananas, juices, never soda, and a complete
Satisfaction.  Money doesn’t earn these deli-dippers
The satisfaction you have.  Inner peace even.

�0

no new korean friends, no korean language class,  
no research fellows no special nights out,  
almost no lego building, book reading, lacrosse 
tossing, snowmen.

“
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You cook after volunteering, after the kids are
Down for the night.  You go there and back then home
To ride your bike to work.  Teach me how to calm
Myself won’t you?  One point at five points:
 
There is no chemistry to teach the zen you have.
Perfect weather makes yellow leaves stand out.
Small winds coerce more travel.  Sharp shadows
Waver.  One beacon lures me home to paint autumn.
 
First appeared in “Korea and Beyond,” Katherine  
James Books, 2007
 
 
carOlIna Wren

This time a solitary wren perches on
power lines that divide purple-blue sky,
slicing rhombi, diamonds, thin rectangles,
pushing geometry into a regular autumn
morning. This makes you wonder how birds
keep their feet warm in countries with no
power, or how people survive on a hundred
bucks a year, or where refugees go when war
hits. Our wren flies, a speck, ever smaller
as she finds her way.  Given our superior
brain capacity, how is it we cause misery
across the planet while creatures so small
live, content to take their share 
peacefully?
 
First appeared in “Weehiya,”  
Chonnam University Press, 2008.

You can contact Doug on

Twitter @dougstuber

His website 

►

Hliana Bennet Photography

www.twitter.com/dougstuber
www.dougstuber.wordpress.com/
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I was introduced to poet’s Frankie 
Writez work when I read her 
interview and a few poems in the 
online magazine “Doorway to Art”.
Impressed by her sensitivity,  
I felt related to her deep thoughts 
as I continued reading her whole 
collection of poems “Poetry Is My 
Therapy”.
The title of this honest – almost 
diary-like book – is very evocative 
itself. The poet unfolds her soul 
throughout the pages of the book, 
showing a whole spectrum of 
feelings.

The reader follows the lyrical 
persona along the emotional 
paths she takes while healing, 
from betrayal to forgiveness, from 
self-doubt to self-respect, from 
heartache to letting go. All these 
featured by the poet’s powerful 
writing.
My favorite poem from this book  
is the aetherial “Red Balloon”,  
in which the poet’s soul is learning 
to be light, weightless and is 
teaching us how to achieve the 
same.

RED BALLOON
An apple-red colored, heart-
shaped, reflective Mylar balloon.. 
floats effortlessly above the cubicle 
next to me. Still hovering from 
a workplace celebration back on 
Valentine’s Day. You can imagine 
the Heart’s a little crumbled and 
dented given the time that’s 
passed…though, it still floats..
Being weighed down by the arm 
of the chair by the desk, and 
being swayed from side to side 
and jerked around from the air 
conditioning from the blasting 
vents… Disrupting it’s natural state; 
freedom.
But no matter how much it’s 
dented, how much it’s weighed 
down, or how much it’s pushed 
around, this balloon still tries to 
rise towards the sky..
It’s only doing what it was made to 
do; Rise..
I could learn a lot from this 
balloon...

Reviewer @Eden Sleepwalker

Buy Frankie’s book on Amazon 

w

Frankie Writez, the Poet Who Unfolds  
her Soul 

Hliana Bennet Photography

www.twitter.com/EdenSleepwalker
www.amazon.com/Frankie-Writez/e/B01MYG63BP/ref=dp_byline_cont_book_1
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Happiest Writing Novels
Nillu Nasser

Writer of literary fiction novels, her first novel - All the 
Tomorrows was published by Evolved Publishing in 
2017.

Interview by @GalyaVarna

Nillu Nasser is a writer of 
literary fiction novels. All the 
Tomorrows was published 
by Evolved Publishing in 2017, 
and is due to be followed by 
Hidden Colours in late 2018. 
Nillu has a BA in English and 
German Literature, and an 
MA in European Politics. Af-
ter graduating she worked in 
national and regional politics, 
but eventually reverted to her 
first love: writing. She lives in 
London with her husband and 
three children. For further in-
formation or to say hello, visit 
www.NilluNasser.com.

►Nillu, on 6 November 
2017 your debut novel All 
the Tomorrows was re-
leased. Tell us a little about 
your characters Akash and 
Jaya?
Akash Choudry wants a love 
for all time, but he is a young 
man in India, and it’s not the 
done thing to disobey your 
parents, so he marries Jaya in 
a cloud of colour at their wed-
ding. He is kind enough, but 
he is emotionally unavailable 
to Jaya, and soon after their 
marriage he starts an affair 
with Soraya. 

Jaya is the eldest child of two. 
She is responsible and giving, 
and goes into her marriage 
in good faith. In the opening 
scene of the novel, Jaya finds 
out about the affair. She con-
fides in her own mother, who 
advises her to swallow her 
pride and accept what has 
happened. It is the way of the 
world. But Jaya wants more 
than Akash has given, and does 
something terrible. This scene 
at the start of the novel was 
quite tough for some readers.
The novel is about whether 
two broken people can recon-

cile, the weight of tradition and 
gender, and the line between 
happiness and selfishness.
Favourite Akash quote: ‘I 
wish I could be someone else. 
Someone without my history.’
Favourite Jaya quote: ‘Heart-
break was not to be coveted; 
heartbreak felt like death. Ex-
perience taught her that lov-
ing someone was not always 
enough.’ 

►Your first novel was pub-
lished by Evolved Publish-
ing and you have self-pub-
lished some of your short ►

The novel is 
about whether 
two broken 
people can 
reconcile, 
the weight of 
tradition and 
gender, and the 
line between 
happiness and 
selfishness. ” 

“

www.NilluNasser.com
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stories. Could you please 
compare the experience 
of working with a publish-
er and self-publishing?
I don’t consider myself self-
published. I know some fan-
tastic self-published authors 
who own the whole process, 
from creating through to sell-
ing, but that’s not me I’m 
afraid. My two shorts on Ama-
zon were initially submissions 
to small press anthologies. I 
put them on Amazon as re-
prints, but I currently have no 
plans to pursue self-publish-
ing as a business model. It’s 
the creating that makes me 
happy most of all, and I like 
the hand-holding I get from 
my publisher.
I signed with Evolved Publish-
ing, a small US press, in Spring 
2017. When I finished writing 
All the Tomorrows I looked 
around for which publish-
ing house might be the right 
fit for me. I was keen to sign 
quickly if I could, to keep my 
momentum going, to carry on 
learning about the industry. I 
really wanted to find the right 
person to trust my manuscript 
to so I could keep on creating. 

I knew a couple of authors at 
EP, and they encouraged me 
to submit. The team at EP is 
very passionate and collabo-
rative. I was thrilled to get 
an offer. The CEO puts a lot 
of focus into editorial quality, 
and I loved the fact that I was 
signed for three books, so they 
are investing in me as an au-
thor long-term. I’m so proud of 
the book we have created to-
gether, and I can’t wait to see 
how my second novel Hidden 
Colours turns out. 

►Nillu, you also write po-
etry and short stories. I 
think that readers would 
be interested to know how 
the process of writing dif-
fers for you when writing 
poetry, short fiction and a 
full-fledged novel. 
Poetry for me is an indulgence. 
I’m never sure how good I am 
at it, and I don’t push myself 
to learn about it or improve. 
It’s something I turn to when 
I’m feeling emotional. I try to 
distill thoughts into kernels, 
bind my ideas to strong im-
ages. It’s satisfying and often 
immediate for me, and I don’t 

revisit it like I do with editing 
my fiction.
I always start writing my sto-
ries with a sketch of the main 
themes, characters and the 
ending. Short fiction is a partic-
ular skill. You have to hook the 
reader straight away. It’s more 
precise. There is rarely time for 
meanderings. Characterisation 
is deft, and pacing is key. You 
can forgive a novel if it goes off 
the boil slightly. There is time 
for a novel to get back on track. 
With short stories if the pacing 
is off, the reader is left dissatis-
fied, and I think is more likely 
to set it down. I have to work 
really hard to get my short sto-
ries where I want them. 

It might be my personality, but 
I’m happiest writing novels. I 
like that you have a big struc-
ture to work with. There is in-
finitely more freedom in a nov-
el than in a short story. It’s a 
messier process for me to start 
off with. Once I have an im-
age or a scene that I just can’t 
shake, I know it’s an idea for a 
novel. I test it first by settling 
on themes, a setting and main 
characters, and writing down 
as many possible scenes as I 
can think of on post it notes. 
When I can’t bear the mess 
anymore, I write the scenes up 
on Scrivener’s corkboard and 
play with the order. I tend to 
write quite clean and in chron-
ological order, but the flow is 
best when I hit the right tone 
and mood for the story, and 
that can be trial and error at 
the beginning.  

►On your blog, besides 
some of your poems, 
short fiction and informa-
tion about your published 
works you also share a lot 
about the writing process. 
How do you choose what 
you are going to write on 

It’s the 
creating that 
makes me 
happy most 
of all, and I 
like the hand-
holding I 
get from my 
publisher.

“

►
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and do you have favourite 
blogging themes? 
I’ve cut back on blogging over 
the past year, since out little one 
was born. With three small chil-
dren life gets really busy, and 
time is limited. Still, blogging 
is a joy. For me it’s like journal-
ing: it has that same combina-
tion of freedom and discipline. 
Unlike many other bloggers, I 
rarely plan in advance what I’m 
going to be writing about, but 
I love the act of recording my 
thoughts. It makes me calmer. 
If I have a short window and 
no time to research, I’ll often 
write poetry for the blog. If I’m 
feeling down, I get personal, 
and unknot my thoughts in a 
blog post so I feel less alone. 
Sometimes, I’ll share what I’ve 
read, or what I’ve learnt when 

I am priming my own writing 
and marketing skills. It’s a very 
mixed bag, and that’s one rea-
son I continue: it’s varied and 
therefore it stretches me.  

►What projects do you 
work on at the moment? 
I’m signed to Evolved Publishing 
for three literary fiction novels. 
My pace for novels tends to be 
about one a year. My next nov-
el, Hidden Colours, tells the 
story of an acrobat and a jour-
nalist in Berlin. It’s about grief 
and chance, and about race 
and fixed viewpoints. I usually 
try and write for a couple of an-
thologies a year, but the novel 
has to be my focus. I’m at that 
point in the story when the con-
nections have started fizzing, 
and I am excited to get to my 
desk each day, to inch my way 
to the end, sentence by sen-
tence. The trick is to keep the 
momentum going before your 
confidence falters. I can’t wait 
to share it with readers.
To find out more about Nillu 
and her latest books, read her 
blog or sign up for her news-
letter. You can also contact 
her here.

Blogging is a 
joy. For me it’s 
like journaling: 
it has that same 
combination 
of freedom 
and discipline.

“

E ven as newly-weds, Akash 
rarely touched her. On their 
wedding night, he made no 

effort to find his name hidden in the 
curl of her wedding mehndi. Her over-
tures came across as brazen and she 
feared Akash would be perfectly hap-
py if she did not initiate contact. Now 
she knew, the closeness she craved 
with him, the child of her own, would 
never come to fruition. He remained 
absent, even when they occupied 
the same space, even when she had 
caught him red-handed. 
“Don’t you think we all have our prob-

lems, Jaya?” said her mother, deter-
mined to shape her daughter into the 
woman she herself was. “This is the 
real world. Men cheat. It’s your job 
to make sure he plays at home. Feed 
him, wash his clothes, let him have 
his way with your body. What else are 
women here for? It’s these studies of 
yours. Did you want to send us into 
ruin? I knew it was a bad idea, giv-
ing you ideas above your station. You 
don’t have enough time for him.”
“Maa, I promise you. I wait for him 
there. He never comes. Where is he 
now? I caught him red-handed and 

Excerpt from All the Tomorrows by Nillu Nasser

ISSUE 2

►

www.nillunasser.com/books/publications/
www.nillunasser.com/blog/
www.nillunasser.com/mailing-list/
www.nillunasser.com/mailing-list/
www.nillunasser.com/mailing-list/contact/
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even then he is not here.”
“All I hear are excuses, Jaya. Come 
what may, you are not coming back 
into this house. Your father would be 
furious. What would our neighbours 
say? We’d be the laughing stock of 
the community. I can hear them now, 
gossiping about how we raise our 
daughters, how they are not even 
able to keep their husbands happy. 
And you wonder why women long 
for sons.” Her mother drove her fin-
ger into Jaya’s chest. “You make this 
work.”
Jaya shrank bank into the corner of 
the kitchen. 
“I can’t sit around here all day. I 
promised your father I would make 
him vegetable samosa, the tiny ones 
he likes. I need to go and get chilli 
and coconut for the chutney. Make 
yourself useful if you are here and fry 
the samosas, will you?” She pointed 
to the row of floured pastry pockets, 
perfect triangles filled with vegeta-
bles. “It’s lucky you came. Your sis-
ter was going to do it, but the lazy 
girl is napping upstairs.” She patted 
her daughter awkwardly. “And don’t 
worry, you will get the hang of this.”
Jaya’s mother squeezed through the 
small archway on her way to the front 
door. She left without a backward 
glance. Jaya followed her progress 
down the street, watching her moth-
er’s swaying hips through the open 

kitchen window. She threw away the 
sodden tissues in her hand, her mind 
whirring.
“Can I rescue us?” she said out loud, 
though there was nobody there to 
hear.
She began to fry the samosas, watch-
ing the ghee spritz out of the pan as 
she worked. He looked so happy with 
her. Batch by batch she continued. 
I am not enough. She poured more 
oil into the saucepan. Am I enough? 
When the last of the samosas had 
been fried, she laid them out onto 
kitchen paper to absorb the excess 
moisture, and sat down heavily on a 
stool by the cooker. He has not come 
to find me. Her bag still lay in the rose 
garden where she had dropped it. It 
would not take a great leap of faith 
for Akash to follow her to her parents’ 
house. He does not care. Next to her, 
the oil bubbled and spat. 

You can contact Nillu on
 
Twitter @nillunasser

Her blog 

You can buy Nillu Nasser’s 
book on Amazon:

amazon.co.uk   &   amazon.com

►

I got pulled in by the promise of 
mystery in this novel, but I stayed 
for the psychological tension. I 
loooove psychological tension. Any 
novel that digs deep into a charac-
ter via the past, the shadow side of 
the personality, or some other intri-
cate layering of experience and be-
havior, has got me hooked. Need-
less to say, On Turtle Beach hooked 
me right from the first page.
The story begins innocently 
enough, with two sisters going off 
to enjoy a holiday together and to 
“get to know each other better.” 
Although they have very different 
personalities and seem to clash on 
every level, their dying father re-
quested that they make the effort 
with each other, hence the holiday 
they’re on now. Things go downhill 
until the sisters hit a crisis point 
that blows the past wide open, and 
that past is filled with toxic secrets.
I was mesmerized by the way the 
sisters were written. Both Rhea and 
Lucy felt so incredibly real to me. I 
felt like I got such a detailed look 
into the way each of their minds 

worked. At times the incredible lev-
el of character detail reminded me 
of Anne Tyler—one of my all-time 
favorite authors—because the writ-
ing brought across so clearly these 
tiny, seemingly mundane character 
details that actually give brilliant 
glimpses into the depths of the 
character’s personality. The setting 
was also a huge part of the novel 
for me. The sisters take their holi-
day in Turkey, and I felt like I was 
quite literally THERE. The sounds, 
the smells, the natural landscape 
was described so vividly, I can 
still see it in my mind, and I have 
no doubt that if I traveled there I 
would be greeted with what now 
feels like a familiar place.
On Turtle Beach has my vote for 
the best literary fiction novel I’ve 
read this year. Brilliant work.

w

Lynne Fisher’s “On Turtle Beach” Is the Best 
Literary Fiction Novel I’ve Read This Year

Reviewer @Lauren M. Sapala  

www.laurensapala.com 

Buy Lynne Fisher’s book on 
Amazon

www.twitter.com/nillunasser
www.twitter.com/nillunasser
www.nillunasser.com/
www.amazon.co.uk/All-Tomorrows-Nillu-Nasser/dp/1622537858
www.amazon.com/All-Tomorrows-Nillu-Nasser/dp/1622537858 
www.twitter.com/losapala
www.laurensapala.com  
www.amazon.com/Lynne-Fisher/e/B073D3RLBJ/ref=sr_ntt_srch_lnk_1?qid=1518086400&sr=8-1
www.amazon.com/Lynne-Fisher/e/B073D3RLBJ/ref=sr_ntt_srch_lnk_1?qid=1518086400&sr=8-1
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Dw. is a writer, more specifi-
cally a poet. He’s been writ-
ing various things for as long 
as he can remember. His 
mom actually has a poem he 
wrote when he was 5 or 6 
with a bunch of misspelled 
words. It’s quite cute, it’s on 
her refrigerator. Dw. started 
really looking for his writing 
voice when he was in high 
school; his parents had re-
cently divorced so it was a 
difficult time. He minored in 
Creative Writing in college, 
really enjoyed poetry class-

es. About two years ago Dw. 
started writing micropoetry 
on Twitter, and most recently 
he quit his full-time job to fo-
cus exclusively on writing po-
etry books and helping other 
writers. 

► I was introduced to Dw. 
through a mutual friend – 
poet Bianca Bowers. Tell 
us a little about yourself, 
Dw. 
I’d call myself a micropoet. 
It’s a fairly new term even in 
the last two years I’ve been 

Poetry in the Blood

David Wesley Anderson (Dw.)

Poet with 5 poetry books published on Amazon – 
“Simply You”, “only You”, “Apology”, “Epiph-
any” and “Heart”. 

Interview with @GalyaVarna

on Twitter. There is a lovely 
community of writers, poets… 
poetry prompts… just a real-
ly great group. I met Bianca 
there, she’s a great friend, 
also publishing books and try-
ing to establish herself. I really 
like the small format on Twit-
ter, it used to be 140 charac-
ters until the recent increase, 
but most of the poetry com-

munity still limits their tweets 
because 280 is very long. I 
post 5-6 times a day and I try 
to retweet lots of small poets 
and new writers. I look for re-
ally creative and fresh poetry.

►What inspires you to 
write, Dw.?
This is a tough one! I mean, 
mostly anything. Really. I’m 

I’m an observer, I listen. I feel as though being 
a poet is a translating experience ”“

►
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an observer, I listen. I feel 
as though being a poet is a 
translating experience. I don’t 
think everyone can see eve-
rything else. Some things are 
hidden. I have a particular fas-
cination for the female form, 
back in college I would write 
about the girls in my classes. 
I think its underappreciated… 
its power, fragility, balance. 
But, sometimes I write about 
the seasons, other sensory 
elements… love. That’s a big 
theme for me. I’d say I’m a 
love poet if you want to get 
technical. Love touches eve-
rybody, somehow.

can really see the evolu-
tion if you read them one 
by one, they each are more 
polished than the last. De-
pending upon the programs 
you use (I use OpenOffice 
and GIMP), that could be 
its own learning process as 
well. There are many pieces 
to self-publishing, it’s not 
just content or marketing, 
or cover design, or the fonts 
you use. It’s a combination. 
It’s hard, it’s difficult. You 
have to really want it. Doubt 
will follow you, but once you 
get a book out, it’s refresh-
ing for others to read. Then 
the next book is a little bit 
easier.

►Have you been tempted 
to write in other genres, 
Dw.? 
I think at this point in my life, 
with the people I know, and 
the inspiration that is out 
there for me, I think writing 
love poetry is where I’ll be 
for awhile. It took me years 
to find my voice and to find 
this medium. A lot of things 
have aligned for me to get 
to this point. There is mo-

mentum. I’ve written poetry 
every day for years, it’s in 
my blood. For me, there is 
no change of direction. This 
is who I am. I feel a one-
ness when I write, a mind-
fulness. It’s relaxing to me, 
like meditation. This may be 
what I was born to do.

►Are you working on a 
new project at the mo-
ment? 
Several actually: my next 
book “Heart” will be out 
around Valentine’s day, and 
I’m already working on my 
next (next!) poetry book in 
the same 4”x6” format. I’m 
also working on some spo-
ken word recordings for my 
Patreon site, with a long 
term goal of narrating my 
own audio poetry books. I 
have a lot of ideas for books, 
and I’m pretty impatient! I 
always have multiple things 
going on, like the whoosh-
write.com site, which a re-
ally cool collaborative com-
munity of poets. Where do I 
find the time!

Thank you, Dw.! 

I’d call myself a micropoet. It’s a fairly new 
term even in the last two years I’ve been 
on Twitter. There is a lovely community of 
writers, poets… poetry prompts… 

“
►You have published 4 
books of poetry through 
Amazon already. Could 
you please share what you 
have learnt about self-
publishing so far?
That it’s not easy, for sure. 

Each book I learned some-
thing new, whether it was the 
interior design, or the cover. 
Most recently I figured out 
how to get my name and the 
title on the inside of the book 
at the top of each page. You 
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Poems by Dw.
FrOM sIMPly yOu

where are you
my honey tasted
morning stolen
sweetness whisked
through the door it
was nary a night
thinking it
could be more

FrOM Only yOu

in love we fall
violent cloud
crashing through
storms of our creation
every minute moment
becoming forever
each delicate detail

FrOM aPOlOGy

change is love
and it comes and
goes when you
want and when
you do not, when
we kiss it is like
lightning and the
earth moving,
i suppose

You can contact Dw. on
 

Twitter @dwesleya

His website www.dwesleya.com

You can buy Dw.’s books on 
Amazon

►

FrOM ePIPhany

We, the tangled
wisps retreating
from the blazing
hot asphalt, only
to melt into arms
outstretched, that
grip and pull at
one another.

FrOM hearT

There were
signs on the
walls when we
woke, our dreams
smeared across
the white canvas,
eyes still on the
ceiling, staring
wild and calm.

Hliana Bennet Photography

www.twitter.com/dwesleya
www.dwesleya.com 
www.amazon.co.uk/David-Wesley-Anderson/e/B01DR0876S/ref=dp_byline_cont_book_1
www.amazon.co.uk/David-Wesley-Anderson/e/B01DR0876S/ref=dp_byline_cont_book_1
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His story features three boys - born 
on the same day, on 3 adjacent 
beds, a few seconds apart.  A deep 
connection exists between the three 
characters but as the author puts it - 
united by nature, they are divided by 
nurture. Their lives develop in three 
different ways as they choose one 
of the 3 paths – the ones of money, 
power and love. 

The story is set in early 19th 
century Britain and provides a lot of 
information on how bankers, having 
the power to create money “out of 
nothing”, have shaped the world we 
live in today. It goes without saying 
that the author has done extensive 
research in order to present a vivid 
and believable picture of the then 
British empire with its way of life in 
the growing urban areas, at home 
and abroad.  

Every chapter of the book starts 
with a quotation, linking the work 
of Mr. Sheldon with the works of 
other writers and thinkers before 
him, thus placing the novel in the 
context of a wide span of human 
thought – from Greek philosophers 

to contemporary authors. 
Though “Money Power Love” gives a 
philosophical perspective on human 
existence, it is also a very human 
story: a tale about ordinary people, 
who, when placed under certain 
circumstances react in different ways. 
Reading through the novel we see 
how the actions of the characters 
influence not only their way of life 
and future but also the reactions of 
the people around them. 

And, of course, “Money Power Love” 
is also a love story, telling about the 
feelings of the three men for the 
same woman. 
It was real pleasure to read “Money 
Power Love”! I am happy to have 
discovered for myself an author 
whose work I would not want to miss 
in the future. I do recommend the 
book to other readers – it was an 
engaging and enjoyable journey! 

w

In “Money Power Love” Joss Sheldon  Is the 
Master of Metaphor

Reviewer @GalyaVarna

Buy Joss Sheldon’s books on 
Amazon

Hliana Bennet Photography

www.twitter.com/GalyaVarna
www.amazon.co.uk/Joss-Sheldon/e/B00N2P7A44/ref=sr_ntt_srch_lnk_1?qid=1518087231&sr=1-1
www.amazon.co.uk/Joss-Sheldon/e/B00N2P7A44/ref=sr_ntt_srch_lnk_1?qid=1518087231&sr=1-1
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Born with a Pen  
           in her Hand

Katie Lewington

Published poet and blogger, reviewing books, shar-
ing poetry, and interviewing writers. 

Born with a pen in her 
hand, Katie Lewington has 
continued to write since 
the year dot, and develop 
her unique style of writing. 
She has self-published sev-
eral chapbooks of poetry 
on her travels, experiences 
of love, and humorous food 
themed pieces too. 

She works on her blog 
“The Poetry Hub” reviewing 
books, sharing poetry, and 

interviewing writers. She 
likes to engage with oth-
er writers and bibliophiles 
through social media.

► Katie, tell us a little 
about yourself, please. 
I’m a poet from the UK. I 
blog about books as well.  
I love working with chari-
ties to raise money for 
causes, as well as go for 
walks. Nature is so peace-
ful, and a good switch off 

Interview with @GalyaVarna

from life. The outside world 
has been a big influence on 
my writing. 

►You have published 
several books with Ama-
zon. I know I am prob-
ably asking a terrible 
question, but which one 
of them is your favourite 
and why?  
Oh no, what a question! I 
have affection for all of my 
books for different reasons. 

My last three poetry chap-
books have been “Here 
comes the Sun”, “Hotel 
Life”, and “Tear Stained 
Pages”. They were all writ-
ten in 2016 when I was trav-
elling, and I was between 
time zones. They have that 
Midnight hour, introspec-
tive, feel to them. Those 
three are my most person-
al, when a lot of my grow-
ing up was done between 
the awkward ages of eight-

“ I have sat on a lot of benches on cold hills, 
or busy streets, and absorbed my 
surroundings to write into my poetry.”

►
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Poems by Katie Lewington

Anonymous 
4am
who else would 
i rather be with 

why am i awake – 
watching you 
toss and turn on the bed 

the hushed streets 
and open window 

break the peace 
with a song 

clatter of feet outside 
on the stair landing 

the flushing of a toilet – 

a thud 

as i put down my glass 
and curl up
beside you
and try to get some sleep.

Transport 
i am staring at 
pages 
of biro riddled lines 

my hand still twitches 
mind reeling – 

days of flint 
against rock –

sparks –
fire flare.

Two of Katie’s books (“Nectar” and 
“The Blank Page”) are currently 
available as free downloads:  
https://payhip.com/KLPoetry

Poems taken from “Tear Stained Pages”. Released 8th February 2018.

een and twenty-one.  When 
you’re soul searching, fall-
ing in love, having a laugh, 
and setting boundaries. 

► On your blog you share 
that you sometimes find 
inspiration to write poet-
ry in the most unexpect-
ed places. What would 
be the strangest place 
where you wrote poet-
ry?
Well, in terms of discom-
fort I have sat on a lot of 
benches on cold hills, or 
busy streets, and absorbed 
my surroundings to write 
into my poetry.

► You do a lot of net-
working and connect-
ing with other writers. 
What do you enjoy most 
about it? 

I love talking with people, 
and learning about them, 
and their experiences. I think 
also a problem shared is a 
problem halved, and posi-
tive connections can make a 
person feel more a part of 
society. 

► What creative project 
do you dream of work-
ing on, Katie? 
A novel would be a dream. 
I envy the writers who have 
a set routine, and commit 
to 10, 000 words, and draft, 
and edit. Those buzz words 
don’t enter my conscious.  I 
feel left out during NaNoW-
riMo month! But I don’t have 
the discipline. Poetry chal-
lenges me enough at the 
moment. 

Thank you, Katie! 

“ I love talking with people, and learning about 
them, and their experiences. I think also a 
problem shared is a problem halved, and positive 
connections can make a person feel more a part 
of society.” 

You can contact Katie on
 
Twitter @lewington_katie

Her Blog 

You can buy Katie’s books on 
Amazon

►

ISSUE 2

www.payhip.com/KLPoetry 
www.payhip.com/KLPoetry 
www.payhip.com/KLPoetry 
www.payhip.com/KLPoetry 
www.twitter.com/lewington_katie
www.katiecreativewriterblog.wordpress.com/
www.amazon.co.uk/katie-lewington/e/B00YJF5HYQ/ref=sr_ntt_srch_lnk_1?qid=1518087758&sr=1-1
www.amazon.co.uk/katie-lewington/e/B00YJF5HYQ/ref=sr_ntt_srch_lnk_1?qid=1518087758&sr=1-1
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are excited 
to announce that 

our

opens on 
22nd February 2018 

and closes on
21st May 2018

 PRIZES 

DOORWAY TO ART

2018 POETRY TOURNAMENT 

1st Prize 
1. Included in WeArtFriends anthology with 20 poems+ winner 

paperback copy + winner Kindle copy 
2. Author featured and poem published in the Doorway to Art 

magazine 
3. A designated section on WeArtFriends for the author  

and 3 months advertising 

2nd Prize 
1. Included in WeArtFriends anthology with 10 poems + winner 

Kindle copy 
2. A designated section on WeArtFriends for the author  

and 2 months advertising 

3rd Prize
1. Included in WeArtFriends anthology with 5 poems 

2. A designated section on WeArtFriends for the author  
and 1 month advertising 

Runners up will be included in the WeArtFriends anthology.  
All included in the anthology will get a pdf. ►
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Entry Fee 

If you submit from 1 - 5 poems – 5 $ per poem
If you submit from 6-10 poems – 3 $ per poem

If you submit from 11 & more poems - 2 $ per poem

Results will be announced on 19th July 2018

Jury Members

Bianca Bowers 
Isabelle Kenyon 
Frankie Writez 

Nicholas Trandah
Eden Sleepwalker 

Galya Varna

For further details 
on the WeArtFriends 

2018 POETRY TOURNAMENT 
Rules, Eligibility Criteria, T & C, etc.

visit our website 
www.we-art-friends.com,

join our mailing list
and stay tuned!

 

The online magazine
Doorway to Art

will come out 
every two months. 

We are open 
to submissions 

for the Mar—Apr 2018 issue. 

If you would like us
to review 

your poetry book, 
novel or 

collection of short stories
visit our website 

www.we-art-friends.com,

join our mailing list
and  

contact us at
www.we-art-friends.com,

or on
Twitter: @WeartFriends

© 2018

www.we-art-friends.com/book-cover-wizard/
www.we-art-friends.com/book-cover-wizard/
www.we-art-friends.com/book-cover-wizard/
https://twitter.com/WeArtFriends
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